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Bookstore Transfer Not
Against State Statutes

Woman Is
Arrested •
An eight-month undercover drug investigation by the Henry County
Sheriff's Department has led to indictments against 20 people, including a
Murray woman. accord:ng to Sheriff
Richard Bomar.
All 19 adults and a juvenile named in
the indictments had been arrested
Tuesday. Bomar said.
Cathy Melton. 21. Route 3, was charged with illegal sale of a controlled
substance,reports said. She was released on $1,500 bond and is slated appear in
court Sept 22.the-reports added.
The indictments were returned Monday and involved the possession and
resale of marijuana and Schedule II
drugs, the sheriff said. Schedule II
drugs are legal substances such as amphetanunes and depressants that are illegally sold.
Bomar said one people were charged
with being 'habitual drug offenders
under Tennessee's new Class X statute.
In addition to Melton. Bomar said 18
of those indicted were from Henry
County and one person was from
Camden,Tenn.

mucky

The 1979 transfer of Murray State
University's bookstore and $40.613 of its
Income to the university's private, nonprofit foundation violates no state
statutes, the Kentucky attorney
general's office has ruled.
In an opinion written by Deputy Attorney General Robert I. Chenoweth
and received on the campus late Tuesday, it was stated:
"After a thorough review and
analysis of all of the materials received
pertinent to the transaction between the
Murray State University board of
regents and the Murray State University Foundation, in light of the statutory
provisions involved, it is the advisory
opinion of the Office of the Attorney
General that no violations of law have
a member of the Murray Bass
) PARK DONATION — Bobby Atkins (left),
treasurer of the Murray
Club board of directors, and Tom Bullington (right),
Hohman, parks director, for
Bass Club, present a NO donation to Gary
was a portion of the
the Murray-Calloway County Park. The donation
proceeds from the club's annual fish fry.
Stall Photo, B, Man, !Limo.

occurred."
The opinion was sought by both
university officials and Dr. James
Graham, state auditor of public accounts, after a routine audit of university operations and covering the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1979, suggested

that the legality of the transfer be
determined.
The attorney general's office has
been studying the matter since the
university submitted the question to it
late in April of this year after the state
auditor had expressed the opinion that
the transfer was contrary lc statutory.
authority.
"The university is gratified that the
Attorney General has ruled that the
transfer of the campus bookstore
operation to the Murray State University Foundation does not violate any state
statute," said Murray State President
Constantine W. Curris upon receipt of
the opinion.
. The university has never knowingly
taken any action that is illegal, nor will
it do so," he said.
In April, 1979, the regents had
transferred the bookstore to the Foundation, whose sole purpose is to aid and
assist the university, with the belief
that the objectives of the institution

could be accomplished more efficiently.
The auditor's report had directed attention to the fact that prior to the
transfer, the practice had holt for the
university to retain the net ni 'Inc from
the bookstore for an) one year to maintain adequate inventories.
After this period, the report also
noted, the bookstore's: net income had
been transferred to the university's
housing and dining system to help
retire the principal and interest
payments on a 1965 series of revenue
bonds.
The transaction between the Murray
State regents and the Foundation was
in the nature of an official agreement
under which the Foundation would take
over the operation of the bookstore.
Deputy Attorney .General Chenoweth
did point out in his opinion that this
transaction was unique, but that wider
the total circumstances involved, the
transaction violated no state statutes.
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Fiscal Court Votes To Place Referendum For
Ambulance Tax On November Election Ballot
By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Writer
A referendum for an ambulance tax
will confront the voters of Calloway
County on the November ballot following the vote of the Calloway County
Fiscal Court Tuesday afternoon.
In March, the court adopted a resolution to submit the referendum to the
voters and then postponed the referendum from the May Primary Election
:mike to the November Genetal Election ballot on the advice of county attorney Max Parker
The Kentucky Revised Statutes state
that tax referendums must be placed on
ballots .of 'regular -elect-inns us..
numbered years in which members of
Congress are elected.
The question to be placed on the

Are you in favor of
ballot is:
establishing air emergency ambulance
service district in Calloway County,
Kentucky, which shall have the authority to impose a special ad valorem tax of
four cents on each $100 worth of property assessed for local taxation in the
district for the maintenance and operation of the Calloway County Emergency
Ambulance Service District."
If the referendum is adopted by the
voters, an ambulance service district
for Calloway County would be created
and a tax of four cents would be imposed on ei-Ch $100 worth OT assessed property •
--According to property valuation administrator Charles Hale.the tax would
create $152,000 annually. On property
assessed at $25,000, the tax would be $10

a veal. The ambulance service tax
would not eliminate regular charges to
users of the ambulance service.
The placing of an ambulance tax
referendum on the ballot was one of the
conditions of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital board's Jan. 1 acceptance of the ambulance service on a
one-year emergency basis. Such a
referendum could be placed on the
ballot either by a petition of 100 voters
or by a resolution of the court.
It: other business the court passed an
ordinance which establishes the Transit
Authority of Murray-Calloway County
following the ordinance's second
reading.
The authority, Which is jointly
established with the city., will be
managed by an eight-member board.

MHS Senior Is Semifi

—
Four members will be appointed by the
mayor and four by the county judge.
executive.
Mary Ann Gardner of International
Systems Inc.. in Atlanta told the
magistrates that there is a possibility of
Dexter receiving a $500.000 Community
Development grant. Ms. Gardner said
she had observed that 43 units in the
community were in need of rehabilitation with 34 needing major repairs.
The grant, which would be funded
through the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, would
probably include resurfacing of some
streets, Ms. Gardner said.
The court also allocated $350 to TikiMAST. Medical Air Evacuation unit
from Fort Campbell. The helicopter
unit flies critically ill patients from the
local hospital to major medical centers

t of the
SIGN NOTE — Three representatives of the Sigma Departmen
bank note in the
a
of
signing
the
in
participate
Club
Woman's
Murray
this loan to help
amount of 53,400.00. The Sigmas will use the money from
victims who are
purchase the "laws of Life," a device used to free accident
Sigma chairman;
trapped inside their vehicles. (from left) Sue Spann,
chairman of the 1980 KenShirley Toon, treasurer: and Lochie Landoll,
tives.
tucky Charity Horse Show are the three representa

ist In Competition

Bossing Named National Merit Scholar
Lewis Bossing, a senior at Murray
High School, has been named a
semifinalist in the 1981 National Merit
Scholarship competition.
The son of Dr. and Mrs. Lewis Bossing, 1705 Olive, Bossing is one of 15,000
students nationwide. The semifinalists
in every.state represent the top half of
one percent of the state's high school
senior class, according to the National

Merit Scholarship Corp. of Evanston,
He has appeared in four MurrayCalloway County Community Theatre
productions and five high school productions, is a director on the Community Theatre Board and a member of the
Thespians Drama Club. Bossing was
also named to the MI-Star Cast when he
at the
Kentucky
represented

•

Crucial Period At Hand
For Membership Drive
Monday, Sept. 22, members of the
A crucial period is at hand for the
Theatre Board, Young Actors Guild,
Murray-Calloway County Community
and volunteers will canvass the homes
Theatre as it approaches the halfway
of those past members who have not
mark of the fourth annual membership
taken the opportunity to join through
drive,a funding spokesman said.
the mail. The canvass will be conducted
a
and
n
Arts
Commissio
The Kentucky
between 6:30 and 8:30 p.m. with time
major
are
Grant
Governor's Challenge
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comes
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of
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boys in the three elementary schools and the middle school for
the director at 759-1787.
from state agencies," Weaver remarkStudent memberships are $2, and
County.
ed "Everything else is local support
membership is $10. Special gift
general
and
from audiences, memberships,
categories irclude: Curtain Raisers,
area businesses, industry and founda$25; entertainers, $50: and directors,
tions. Indeed, even the state support is
POO.
based directly on how interested and
"Membership entitles you to open insupportive citizens are of the Theatre
vitation to all meetings, auditions,
program."
social functions and places your name
Weaver referred to "matching
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Subdivision Revision
Okayed By Planners

Lewis Bossing
Southeastern Theatre Conference in the
cast of a one-act play.
In addition to serving as president of
the Murray High chapter of the National Forensic 0 League, he has
represented Kentucky at the National
NFL Tourney and received a first place
in humorous interpretation at the 1980
Kentucky High School Speech League.
As a member of the MHS math team,
Bossing won first place place in
Algebra I and second place in Algebra
II at the Kenlake Math Tournament. He
is also a member of the Hi-Y.
Bossing placed first in Spanish Level
3, oral proficiency at the Kentucky
Foreign Language Festival and was a
cast member of a Spanish skit which
won the 1980 Kentucky Foreign

Language Festival. He is also secretary
of the Spanish Club.
More than one million students
enrolled in about 18,000 secondary.
schools nationwide entered the 1981
Merit Program by taking the
PSAT/NMSQT in 1979, when most participants were juniors. The
semifinalists represent the highest
scorers in each state. In addition to being honored publicly, semifinalists are
identified to colleges and universities in
the hope of increasing their educational
opportunities.
More than 90 percent of these
semifinalists are expected to advance
to finalist standing by meeting further
requirements - which include being fully endorsed and recommended for
scholarships by their secondary school
principals, submitting records that confirm high academic standing, and
substantiating their high qualifying test
scores with equivalent scores on
another examination. The highly able
group of 14,000 finalists will be notified
next February that they are competing
for about 4,500 Merit Scholarships to be
awarded and announced next spring.
At least 1,000 of the awards in 1981
will be nonrenewable National Merit
$1,000 Scholarships for which every:
finalist will be considered. The onetime national awards are allocated on a
See BOSSING,
Page 12-A, Column 6

inside today
It's sure to be three rings of fun as the circus will be coming to town.
in MurCarson and Barnes, America's largest wild animal circus, will be
ray Sept. 28. See page 12-A in today's edition for details.
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Horoscope
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partly cloudy
Partly cloudy tonight with lows
in the mid to upper 50s. Partly
sunny Thursday with highs in the
upper 70s to low 80s.
Extended Forecast
A chance of showers and
thunderstorms Friday ending
Satutiday.
LAKE.I.EVELS _
355.60
Lake Barkley
355.78
Kentucky Lake

s
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Coming Community Happenings Listed

Jo Burkeen, Local ..'Neene Editor

Wednesday,Sept. 17
Day of Recollection win
start at 9.30 a.m. at the new
Parish Center of St. Leo's
Catholic Church. Mass will be
at 2.30 p.m.
Bible Overview will meet at
6:30 p.ni. at the First Christen Church.
Methodist Men of First
United Methodist Church will
have its ladies night at the
church at 6:30 p.m.

Friday,Sept. 18
Twin Lakers Good Sani
Recreational Vehicle Chapter
of West Kentucky will hold its
monthly campout at Piney
Campground, Land Between
the Lakes. A supper of sandwiches, salads, or desserts
will be served at the campsite
of Fred and Martha Butterworth on Friday at about 6
p.m. due to activities of
Campers Fair on Saturday.

Friday,Sept. 19
Workshop on Watercolors
with Emily Wolfson as instructor will be from 1 to 4
p.m. at the Murray Art Guild.
For information call 753-4059.
Test for College Level Examination Program (CLEP)
will begin at 8:30 a.m. in
Room 101, Ordway Hall, Murray State University.

Friday,Sept. 19

Pfaltzgraff
Yorktowne.
Your Choice $7.50

Murray State Fencer Golfers
will be hosts to approximately
15 teams from across the
Flu vaccine will be
Midwest in the 54-hole, 113th
available at the Calloway
annual MS Invitational TourCounty Health Center from
Mothers Morning Out will be nament at the Murray Coun830 a.m. to 4 p.m. For infor9 a.m. at the First Christian try Club. Awards presentation
at
mation call 753-3381.
will be at approximately 1
Church.
p.m. Saturday.
will
Club
Murray Shrine
Program on Curds and
meet at 7 p.m. at the Masonic
Exhibit of African Heritage
Whey will be from 9 a.m. to 2
Lodge Hall.
p.m. at Empire Point, Land including Ethonographic artifacts and art from the
The J. N. Williams Chapter Between the Lakes.
African continent will open toof the United Daughters of the
day at the Eagle Gallery, Fine
Confederacy will have a
Douglas Center will be open Arts Center, Murray State
potluck luncheon at the Ellis
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for ac- University, and continue
Center at 12 noon.
tivities by the Senior Citizens through Oct. 15. This is free
and open to the public.
with lunch at 12 noon.
Thursday,Sept. 18
Women of St. John's
Episcopal Church will meet at Chapter M7:30 p.m. at the home of Barbara George, 306 South 13th
Street.

NEW COOKBOOK - Rosanna Miller, seated, general finance chairman of the Murray
Woman's Club, holds one of the new cookbooks recently prepared by club members.
It is "Cranberry Recipes" including entries from the Murray Woman's Club and the
National Cook-off Winners of the contest for the Ocean Spray Cranberries, Inc., 1980.
Pictured, standing, left to right, are Oneida Boyd,chairman for the local cranberry contest, Anna Mae Thurman, and Dr. Alice Koenecke, who were in charge of the book
preparation.
Stall photo by Alice Rouse
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Cranberry Recipes Are
Featured In New Book
The Murray Woman's Club
has compiled another small
cookbook, 35 pages, entitled
"Cranberry Recipes" which
contains entries from the
members of the Murray
Woman's Club and the National Cook-off Winners in the
Ocean Spray Cranberries,
Inc., 1980 contest.
Members of the :Murray
club submitted recipes in the
local contest, directed by
Oneida Boyd,then second vice
president of the Murray Club,
last year, and from these, five
were selected to be sent to the
Cranberry Recipe contesL........
Winners of the local contest
were Dr. Alice Koenecke,
Delta Department, Relishes,
sauces and chutneys; Doris
Cella, Garden and Sigma
Departments, breads and
muffins; Marjorie Major,
Alpha and Home Departments, warm weather

recipes; June Crider, Home
Department, desserts; Anna
Mae Thurman, Theta Department,drinks and punches.
Mrs. Boyd said the local
club members were not naUrinal contest winners, but Dr.
Koenecke, head of the Home
Economics Department at
Murray State University, who
had helped with the contest
felt that the local recipes were
all so good that a book of the
recipes should be compiled.
The cookbooks are selling
for $1 each and may be purchased from -Mrs. Clyde
Rosanna) Miller, finance
chairman for the Murray
Club.
The Murray Club also still
has copies of its current
cookbook published in 1972,
selling for $4, and of the
cookbook featuring recipes
made from peanuts donated
by Mrs. C. V. Whitney of Lexington,selling for $2.05.

Squar-A-Naders Will Be
At Home Meet Thursday
Owstmd 91•7513314

Open 7:00-Start 7:30
Ends Thurs 9/ 1 8

95 A Carload Toes.
14rway 121 S •753.3314

The Home Department of the Murray Woman's Club will
open the new club year with a meeting at 2 p.m. on Thursday,
Sept. 18.
Presenting the program will be the Murray Squar-ANaders. Mrs. Laura Jennings will be in charge of the devotion.
Hostesses will be Mrs. Vernon Butterworth, Mrs H. T.
Waldrop, Mrs. Owen Bilrington,and Mrs. Max Hurt.
Officers for the year are Mrs. Zitell Goheen, chairman;
Mrs. Paul Redden, vice chairman; Mrs. Edward Carmichael,secretary; Mrs. William Moffett,treasurer. .

Club membership social will
be at 5:30 p.m. at the Murray
Country Club.

Business and Professional
Women's Club will meet at 6
p.m. at the back parking lot of
Memorial Baptist Church to
form carpools to go the lake
cottage of Betty Lou Hill for a
potluck supper. Each is to bring a salad or dessert.
Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 2 p.m. at the club
house with the program by the
Murray Squar-A-Naders.
Women's
Christian
Fellowship of the First Christian Church will have a salad
supper at the church library at
6:30 p.m.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Ellis Center.
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at 8 p.m. at
the lodge hall, North 16th
Street.
The program on Curds and
Whey will continue today from
9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Empire
Point, Land Between the
Lakes.

Legion of Mary will meet at
10:30 a.m. in the rectory of St.
Lao's Catholic Church,
Men's Stag Night will be at 6
p.m. at the Murray Country
Club with Tom Rushing, Ed
Carroll, Dick Stout, and Buddy Parker in charge of arrangements.
Workshop on AcrylicPastels with Kathy Dowdy as
instructor will be from 1 to 3
p.m. at the Murray Art Guild.
For information call 753-4059.
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Straight Legs & Flare $

Douglas Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for the
Senior Citizens with lunch at
12 noon.

Hand pick your Oynstmos

FREE

Pldte setting, 5 pc.
Vegetable Bowl
Platter, 14"
Sugar & Creamer Set
Salad Set
2 qt.
/
Pitcher, 21
Water Goblet, 10 oz.
2 oz.
/
Tumbler, 121
2 oz.
/
Rocks/Juice, 91
Rectangular Trivet
Recipe Box
Mini Candle Holder

Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for activities by the Murray Senior
Citizens with lunch at 12 noon.
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Prices

All Big Bells, Boot Leg,

Gil Layman of the Success
Motivation Institute will speak
on "How to Set and Achieve
Your Goals" at 4 p.m. at the
Calloway Public Library.
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Get place settings and selected items
at special savings. It's the most versatile dinnerware you'll 'ever own
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to table beautifully.
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--Wedding Is Planned-Vines Will lie Rewl

At IlapliAl Church

FARMINGTON HIGH SCHOOL CLASS OF 1930 — Class members
pictured, left to right, Wayne Hubbard, Maurine (Choate) Leath,

Pauline (Turnbow) Barton, Glenn (Snow) Adams, Emit Alderdice,
Flavil Colley, Nova Lee(Pryor)Hendon, Nelson Adair, John A. Moore,
Mary(Morgan)Bowden,Stephen Cobb.

Farmington High School Class Of1930 Holds
Its 50 Year Reunion At The Colonial House

Mr. and Mrs. Obie J. Hammond of Louisville announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Vanessa Lee, to
James Anthony Drake, son of
Mr. and Mrs Douglas Drake
of Marion.
Miss Hammond is a
graduate of Murray State
University. Mr. Drake attended Murray State University.
The wedding is planned for
Saturday, Oct. 18, at 7:30 p.m.
at the Ninth and 0 Baptist
Church, Louisville.

Iliss Vanessa Lee Ilamawall
and James -Indians Dr-rthe
••••

The 1930 graduating class of
Farmington High School
celebrated its 50th anniversary with a reunion held at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord
of Murray on Aug. 29.
Class members came from

Florida, Memphis, Paris, Cincinnati, Mayfield, Farmington, Paducah, and Murray
for a period of fun, food, and
fellowship. Many of the class
members had not seen each
other since graduation.

The class had as its guests of
honor, Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn
Cavitt and Mrs. S. V. Foy. Mr.
Cavitt was math teacher and
the late Mr. Foy was the principal of Farmington High
School when the class

Rainev'
fly RAINEY APPERSON

John Mack Carter said "You can't go home without making a pilgrimage to the Great
Wall Of China" and he is seen on a recent visit to study Chinese life for Good
Housekeeping. He is the editor-in-chief and a native of Murray.
John Mack Carter,editor-in- low over the brown winter
chief in Good Housekeeping, landscape with Gilbert
son of Mrs. W. Z. Carter, 711 Maurer, president of Hearst
Olive Street, and brother of Magazines, and three other
Mrs. Johnny L. (Carolyn) staff members.
Reagan 1118 Fairlane Drive
During their time in China,
shares with the 20 million they were most impressed
readers of the magazine a trip with the crowds of people — to
to China in the August edition.
be exact, one billion — a
As one of a series of visits to quarter of the entire populaother countries made by Good tion of the globe.
"We came back," John
Housekeeping personnel to
study life today, the trek to commented, "elated by their
China was "a long time com- friendliness toward us, by
ing," said editor-in-chief John their eager interest in the
United States, and by their
Mack Carter.
But after the difficulty of determination to establish a
establishing good relations bridge of commerce and comwith
China's Foreign munication."
In addition to sightseeing,
Languages Bureau, John
finally found himself flying the intrepid band met with

Portraits, Weddings, Frames

One Day Processing
118 So. 12th

753-0035

scores of publishers and
editors to exchange information, and also to explore the
status of women in the new
society.
The entire article appears in
the August issue of Good
Housekeeping.
We thank Carolyn for sharing the article and some pictures of her brother's trip with
us.

VISIT HERE
Mr. and Mrs. William Henry
Workman of Jeddi, Saudi
Arabia, and his father and
wife, Mr. and Mrs. W. T.
Workman of Piqua,Ohio, have
been the guests of A. A. Doherty and Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Workman. William Henry
Workman, retired fom the U.
S. Air Force, is a flight
engineer with the Saudi Arabian Airlines. Their son,
James, is a student at a
technical school near Tulsa,
Okla., and their daughter,
Lisa, is a sophomore at the
Baptist High School Academy
at San Marcos,Texas.

graduated in 1930. Other
guests were the husbands and
wives of the eleven members
present.
After a period of greetings,
getting re-acquainted, and
picture taking the meeting
was calleeto order by Stephen
Cobb,-who served as Master of
Ceremonies. Nelson Adair
gave the invocation just
before the buffet dinner.
Following airier, the class
members introduced their
companions, told about their
families and related what they
had been doing for the past fifty years.
Mary Bowden gave a
resume of the lives of those
who could not attend. They
were: Tapley Black, who lives
in California; William
Malone, Who makes his home
in West Virginia; 'Clara Nell
( Mayfield ) Howard, Farmington; and Harmon Marine,
Farmington.
John A. Moore gave a
memorial tribute in honor of
the deceased members. They
are: Oscar Culver, who died in
1961; Howard Washam, who
died July 15, 1964; and Ruth
Ann Calley, who died on April
2, 1975.

WALLACE GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Wallace
of Puryear, Tenn., are the
parents of a baby girl, Sheela
Jane, weighing seven pounds
15 ounces, born on Wednesday, Aug. 20, at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The mother is the former
Janice R. Alexaner.
Grandparents are Mrs.
Ruth Alexander and the late J.
C. Alexander and Mrs. Fay
Wallace, Puryear, Tenn., and
Wilford L. Wallace, Detroit,
Mich.

Near Right.
Button Down Oxford Shirt
By Georgie Porgie. Red, Yellow, Blue,
White, Tan, Mauve, 5-13 Reg. $11.50

Se1010
Far Right
Button Down Pinstripe Shirt
by MinDee New York. 5-15. Reg. $19
Sale S15

Bet Air Center and Olympk Plaza
Shop Daily
Sunday 1

in WWI ia

Hasseltine Class
Has Regular Meet
Mrs. Pauline Wainscott
opened her home for the
September meeting of the Ann
Hasseltine Sunday School
Class of the Memorial Baptist
Church.
Information was garnered
for the year book, the new officers elected, and places and
dates of meetings determined.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Wainscott.
Those present were Zella
Covington, Willie Garland,
Lottie Gibson, Laura Jennings, Opha Krewson, Alma
McNeely, Modelle Miller, and
Wainscott, members, and
Pearl Gill of Greenville, a
visitor.
The'ictober meeting will be
held in the home of Alma
McNeely.

- -
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IS IT GIFT TIME?

with
How about ts wicker table and chairs
smoked glass too? The Bamboo Gbrden
specializes in unique gifts for all occasions

1
NASHVILLE PATIENT
Vernon Shown is a patient at
the St. Thomas Hospital,
Nashville, Tenn.

ttAritt<>0 GWEN
Coldwater Rd.

753-0317

-.86t2744.

Button Down Oxfords, Gros Grains Ties,
Lace Collars, Pinstripes, Plaids,
Solids, Prints. Long and Short Sleeves
Reg. $11.50 to $19

•
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CARSWELL GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Carswell, 230 Cranberry
Road, Galax, Va., 24333, are
the parents of a baby girl,
Katherine Meredith, weighing
four pounds four ounces, born
on Friday, Sept. 12, at a
hospital there.
The mother is the former
Leslie Riggins.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. John Carswell of Chapel
Hill, N. C., and Mrs. Virginia
Riggins and the late Bernard
Riggins of Murray. A great
grandmother is Mrs. Bailey
Riggins of Murray.

Shirt Sale
101215

•

"The Greatest Grandma"
award was given to Maurine
Leath, who has eight grandchildren. "The Grayest
Grandpa"award went to Emit
Alderdice, and John A. Moore
received the award for traveling the longest distance to attend the reunion.
Expressions of appreciation
were extended to Mary
Bowden and Glenn Adams for
taking the initiative in planning the reunion. Wayne Hubbard gave the benediction.
Those attending were: Mr.
and Mrs. Emit Alderdice,
Paducah; Glenn (Snow)
Adams, Farmington; Mr. and
Mrs. Nelson Adair, Farmington; Mr. and Mrs. Jacob
Hendon, Cincinnati; Mr. and
Mrs. John A. Moore, Holiday,
Florida; Rev. and Mrs.
Stephen Cobb, Murray; Mr.
and Mrs. Flavil Calley,
Paducah; Mr. and Mrs.
Nathan C. Bowden, Paris,
Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Barton, Mayfield; Wayne
Hubbard, Memphis, Tenn.;
Mrs. Maurine (Choate) Leath.
Mayfield;, Mrs. S. V. Foy,
Murray; Mr. and Mrs.
Wilburn Cavitt, Murray.

•
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Looking Back

Opinion Page

YES.WE UNDER5TAND,p4IS1ER
PRESIDENT...143U'RE mg)ta
US FOR POIKTING OUR MISSILES

10 Years Ago -Anne Battle, daughter of Dr. ane

AT youk MILITARY TARGETS..UN..
WNERE WOUL0100 LIKE OSTO
PO I THE M,51R?

EDITORIAL

The Draft Sign-Up
Word that -93 percent of the
young men eligible for selective
service registration met their
obligation within three weeks of
the new law's effective date
must come as a surprise to
those who predicted, or urged.
massive non-compliance.
Apparently, all the demagogic rhetoric about "not dying for
Exxon's profits" along with such
syllogistic nonsense as "registration equals draft equals war"
struck most I9-year-olds as silly
or worse.
In fact, it is weakness, not
preparedness, that invites war.
And, to the extent that registration demonstrates some degree
of resolve in the face of a deteriorating world situation, it may
serve to sober those who iinagine that Americans will not defend themselves or their vital
interests.
All the same, it would be
wrong to assume that this display of respect for. the law sig-

Bible Thought
Jesus Christ the same y esterday,
and today, and forever. I letirevis
Amid life's changes, our iruNt in
God is a firm_anaor,
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All litters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
lirint frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray,Ky. 42071.

nals any particular enthusiasm
for registration, much less a
draft. Most young men seem to
have acted out of a sense of responsibility— heightened no
doubt by the stiff penalties for
defying the law.
What all of this should tell the
Carter administration is that
even an unpopular government
can command the residual loyalty of young men who will bear
the heaviest burden if diplomacy fails.
Which is all the more reason
for the administration, even at
this late date, to reduce the possibility of war by drastically
overhauling its foreign and defense policies. The country, and
those who registered for selective service last July, deserve
no less.

Headline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems. If you have a

Washington Today
WASHINGTON (AP) — Jimmy
Carter and Ronald Reagan looked at
the same energy statistics last week
and came up with totally different versions of what they saw — and that is the
way this presidential election campaign works.
Whether it's energy, inflation, jobs or
the Soviet threat, Carter and Reagan
are talking about the same nation and
the same world, but you wouldn't know
it by listening to them.
Presidents never are known for
eagerness to admit to failures and their
challengers always find it hard to credit
incumbents with any accomplishments.
That leads to oversimplification by
the candidates, and that has been the
case on energy.
When Carter tells campaign audiences about his record on energy, he
points out that the U.S. is importing 1
million fewer barrels a day than three
years ago.
The president also notes that production has been increasing since he

Business Mirror

Mobile Manager
Is Alive, Well
NEW YORK AP) — ihe mobile
manager is alive, well and up and about
in the corporation, despite rumors to
the contrary.
The notion had spread recently that
the species, whose traits include exceptional dedication to the company and
much geographical movement, was out
of synch, made passe by enlightened
quality-of-life concepts.
"A cruel hoax," declares Prof.
Eugene Jennings, who pioneered in
studies of corporate management
mobility more than three decades ago.
You can't have it your way and get the
top job, too, he says.
Jennings, Michigan State University
professor, confidential adviser to
chairmen of major corporations, and
author of many books on corporate life,
says the ingredients of top management success remain:
1. Graduate education; 2. Movement
around and among organizations; 3.
Commitment to long hours, including
evenings and weekends; 4. A deferential spouse; 5. A family that can be
uprooted and relocated.
"Granted, some realize their high
ambitions without adhering to one or
several of these values," says Jennings. "But study results fly in the face
of those who portray the route as easier
than it really is."
The study referred to was by
Heidrick & Struggles, an executive
search firm for whom Jennings interprets changes and trends. For one
thing, it showed that the demands made
by corporations have changed little.
Close to 40 percent of corporation
presidents come from outside the company, Jennings states, and even those
who come up within the company such
as at General Motors were mobile in
the sense they were exposed to various
areas of the company, tested in many
jobs and moved about.
And they put in the hours, too. "Very
few at the top don't work 60 hours a
week,- he states. Very few, he adds,
don't work wetkends. And few do not
have a deferential spouse whose career
comes second.
The fact is that these qualities, long
ago attributed to mobile managers, are
perhaps in greater demand than five
years ago, Jennings concluded after
reviewing several hundred responses in
the study.

11EARTLINIE

"There are more MBAs (masters of
business administration) and greater
inter-organizational movement," he
says. "Deferential spouses are in the
majority and willingness to move
geographically hasn't slackened."
One of the clearcut indications that
mobility is esteemed comes in the
paycheck. "Certainly, compensation
increases are greater among those who
move to other organizations than those
who move within," he says.

By DONALD M.R(YTHBERG
AP Political Writer

entered the White House in 1977.
Carter gets those statistics from the
Department of Energy's Monthly
Energy Review. Reagan used the same
publication to argue that Carter's
energy policies are a failure.
According to Reagan, the statistics
show that crude oil production has
declined II percent since 1976 and that
imports have increased 6 percent the
last four years.
Look at the statistics they used'and
it's possible to argue that both were
right or both were wrong.
Reagan is right when he says that
crude oil production in the lower 48
states has declined. But, as he
acknowledged, he is leaving out
Alaskan production. When Alaskan production is included, total domestic output shows an increase.
Another fact disputed by Reagan is
that the decline in domestic oil production was under way the last three years
the Republicans controlled the White
House, or, at least, he puts a different
twist on the figures.
According to Reagan's reading of the
figures, "average production under the
Republicans was almost 80,000 barrels
per day greater than it has been under
Mr. Carter." Domestic production
dropped each of the last three years the
Republicans were in the White House,
however.
The difference between what the two
candidates say about imports is a matter of which year is chosen for the purposes of the comparison.
Compare 1980 with 1976 and the
numbers show U.S. oil imports are
averaging almost 400,000 barrels a day
more than four years ago.
Make the same comparison with 1977
and the daily average is about 1 million
barrels a day less.
A major factor in that drop, which
Carter fails to mention, is the decline in
the U.S. economy.
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for it has since been used in rescuing
accident victims in fifteen accidents in
the city and forty-two accidents in the
county. Because of its frequent use, the
equipment began to malfunction. Furthermore, parts for the tool became difficult to obtain. The equipment was on
the verge of being unable to perform.
Once more the Sigma Department
agreed to spearhead another community drive to obtain the $6,700 necessary
to purchase another "Jaws of Life."
Proceeds from the 1980 Charity Horse
Show and donations from various civic
organizations have amounted to $3,300.
Since this was far short of the amount
needed, the Sigmas agreed to sign a
note for $3,400 to make sure that this
service would be available to our
county-wide community.
We,as Sigmas, now direct our appeal
to the individuals in the city-county
area who recognize the need for this
equipment which frees accident victims from a car in a matter of 20 to 30
minutes as opposed to the two to three
hours without the device. There is no
question that many lives have been saved and, hopefully, will continue to be
saved by this tool.
If you, as concerned citizens br
members of civic organizations, wish to
make a donation, please send your
donation to Mrs. Lois Keller, College
Farm Road, Murray. Your help in this
special project will be greatly appreciated.
Sincerely yours,
Lois Keller
!Special Projects Chairman

ANSWER: Automobiles use only
about 28 percent of petroleum. The new
car of today gets 60 percent better
gasoline mileage than the average new
1974 car. A tuned-up vehicle gets 5 to 12
percent better gas mileage than one
that has not been properly maintained.
Demand for gasoline was off 8.6 percent
in February and March from a year
earlier. Gasoline stocks now are at 277
million barrels, 10 percent above normal and 37 million barrels above the
previous record. All storage tanks are
full. Seven out of ten motorists said they
were driving less this year than a year
ago, while three out of four said the
price of gasoline has forced a change in
driving habits. Sixty-three percent said
they had cut down on week-end or social
trips; 49 percent had reduced shopping
by car, and 18 percent said they were
taking shorter trips by car. 20 percent
had sehpped solo commuting to work.
Auto ttavel during the third quarter of
1979 was down 17.3 percent compared
with the same period of 1978.
Now you have some facts!
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The Story Of
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Calloway County
By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
Cireerlere•
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While the growth of the Murray-Calloway County Fair resolutely attained a status symbol of dependability, no doubt underwritten by the free and willing services of the Junior Chamber of
Commerce cast, rambunctious members cautiously furthered the
permanent structure program in harmony with available funds, in
contrast to the original county fair association in the teens dependent on hired labor employed from funds of an investment trust.
Observing the two fairs provides a visual evaluation of contrasts:
failure by the few for personal gain in the old association fair,
success by the Jaycees inspired in the virtue of community good.
On March 18, 1985, past president Clyde Johnson of the fair board
turned over the direction to new president, Cedric Paschall in a
ceremony sparked with the announcement the Jaycees would construct a new cattle exhibition barn on their expanding Coldwater
Road showgrounds.
Timing of the Jaycees' announcement was in tune with the
approaching Fourth Monday in March, traditional merchandising
and animal swapping day, however transforming the name of Fourth
Monday in. March to Trade Day, thus ringing ,in the change of
names and laying claim to a more permanent site at the Murray
Drive-In Theatre grounds in southwest Murray near Sycamore Street.
Focal point of animal swapping centers in the century had been
pushed off the court square from time to time to the Roneyard, Pear
Orchard, Third Street, Pool Town, Wash Walls, Gravel Pit, with
intervening years returning back to court square where gravel dust,
pink lemonade, rearing mules and horse droppings littering store
merchandise with an unacceptable pollution, thus driving the country
circus back to the tall and uncut. "Fotirth Monday in March
in Murray, Ky.," won national acclaim by humorist Jeff Nix, a
native of Calloway and prominent realtor in Tulsa, Okla., in a
booklet entitled "Some Laughs and Some Horse Sense." Chapter
covering the event in the book was published in the Murray'nemocrat in 1950, repeated by request in 1965, narrates a heritage of
rustic humor unchallenged as a masterpiece, thus embraced in "The
Story of Calloway County."

To Be Continued

20 Years Ago
Janet Like, 17, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Cecil Like of Kirksey, and
member of the Kirksey 4-H Club, has
been named winner in the statewide 4-H
competition in the General 4-H
Demonstration Contest.
Danny Cunningham of the Calloway
County High School Chapter of the
Future Farmers of America placed second on his entry in the Jersey aged
cow division of the Kentucky State
Fair.
Coaches Ty Holland Dub Russell of
Murray High School spoke at the
meeting of the Murray Rotary Club
held at the Murray Woman's Club
House. They were introduced by Vernon Hale.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
William Thorn and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Less Henson.
The Murray High School Tigers won
their second football game of the season
with a win of 40 to 6 over Morganfield
High School at Morganfield.
Elected as officers of the Calloway
County High School Chapter of the
Future Farmers of America, organized
at the new consolidated high school,
were Jimmy Story, Ronnie Like,
Thomas Smith, Danny Cunningham,
Carl Howard, Ronald Jackson, James
Edwards, Tom Tidwell, Charles Perry,
Edward Hale, Steven Knott, and
Charles Paschall. Advisors are Carmon
Parks, Eugene Chaney, and Milton
Walston.

30 Years Ago

•-•+++++44+++4-44

1822-1976

City, County Citizens Thanked
To the Citizens of Murray-Calloway
County:
All too often a great deal of attention
is directed toward the rivalry that exists between the community of Murray
and Calloway County. Recently,
however, the citizens of both the city
and county, as well as the governing
bodies of each, have worked together in
an effort to obtain much needed rescue
equipment for use in this area.
Seven years ago, the Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's Club
volunteered to lead a drive to purchase
a piece of rescue equipment known as
the Hurst Power Tool. This "Jaws of
Life" purchase has proved invaluable

question or a problem not answered in
these columns, write to Heartline, 114
East Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. You will receive a prompt reply,
but you must include a self-addressed,
stamped envelope. The most useful
replies will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: My orthopedic physician wants to prescribe acupuncture
treatment of a pinched nerve, administered by a licensed physician. But
my doctor says he does not know
whether Medicare pays for acupuncture treatments. Can you tell me? I
called my Social Security office three
times and get confusing information.
H.F.
ANSWER: No, Medicare will not at
this time help pay for any kind of
treatments. We
acupuncture
understand that there is a possibility
that this will change in the future.
To obtain a clear understanding of
the Medicare program and a long list of
doctors services which are and are not
covered by Medicare, send $1.75 to
Heartline, Dept. M, 114 East Dayton
St., West Alexandria,Ohio 45381.
HEARTLINE: I keep reading or
hearing something different every day
about our gas situation. First we are
decreasing our usage and then we
aren't. I read that a properly tuned car
saves gas, but then in another article in
the same magazine, it said that a tuneup really didn't save gas. All these commercials and several friends tell me
that cars today get better mileage than
those a decade ago. However, other
friends said that cars are getting no better mileage than those of the early 70's.
My son says that automobiles use 80
percent of our petroleum, but a friend
says that cars only use about 25 percent, that industry uses the bulk.
Now, I am just an old fellow trying to
keep up with the facts. Can you tell me
some facts about gasoline and cars so I
can act like I know something when I
get together with my buddies? B.M.

Mrs. Guy Battle, Richard Hall, son d
Mr. and Mrs. Don hall, and Pat Ryan.
son of Dr. and Mrs. William Ryan, all
students at Murray High School, and
Patricia Diane Clark, daughter of Mr,
and Mrs. Armin L. Clark, Murray, stir.
dent at Marshall University, Hunt
tington, W. Va., who received a scholar.
ship to Marshall before her senior year
here, have been named semi-finalists in
the 1970-71 National Merit Scholarship
competition.
A banquet will be held by the Murray
Moose Lodge on Sept. 19 at the Moose
home on North 18th Street in honor of
all charter members and their wives.
Linda Boyd, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Lloyd E. Boyd, Donald Maley,soil
of Mr. and Mrs. Rosby R. Maley, and
Tommy Persall, son of Lt. Col. and
Mrs. Jack Permit, all of Murray, will
be members of the 1970 Marching
Thoroughbred Band at Murray State
University this fall.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Larry Sanders on Sept. 15 and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Woods on
Sept. 14.
U. S. Air Force Senior Master Sgt.
William A. Rose, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Aubert Rose, Sr., of Benton, is on duty
at Nakhon Phanom Royal Thai AFB,
Thailand. His wife, Mary, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Rayburn
of Murray.

PFC. Billy Horn, son of Mr. and Mrs.
S. L. Horn, has been reported wounded
in action in Korea and is now hospitalized.
Indemnities totaling $40,000 or more
will be paid to Calloway County tobacco
growers whose crops are insured with
the Federal Crop Insurance Corp., according to an estimate by the County
PMA Committee, Q. D. Wilson, chairman,said.
The Calloway 4-H Dairy Judging
Team composed of Jimmy Dale Foster,
Gene McDougal, George Green, and
Leroy Todd placed 18th in the contest at
the Kentucky State Fair.
Elected as officers of the Senior Class
at the Murray Training Schooll were
Charles Waldrop, Donald Hughes,
Kathleen Hawkins, Mary Ann Wolfson,
Robert Bowden, Ardath Boyd,and Billy
Jackson. Class sponsors are Attie
Faughn and Martha Lindsey.
The Murray High School Tigers lost
their first football game of the season to
Russellville High School.

Today In IIistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Sept. 17, the
261st day of 1980. There are 105 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Sept. 17, 1787, the Constitution of
the United States was completed and
signed by a majority of delegates attending the constitutional convention in
Philadelphia.
On this date:
In 1862, Union forces hurled back a
Confederate invasion of Maryland in
the Civil War battle of Antietam.
In 1936, the "Major Bowes Amateur
Hour" made its radio debut, beginning
a wave of broadcast talent contests.
Ten years ago, open warfare erupted
In Jordan between King Hussein's army and Palestinian guerrillas.
Five years ago, Hurricane Eloise killed 25 people in Puerto Rico.
Last year, four Americans who had
been imprisoned in Cuba since the mid1960s on charges of espionage stepped
off a plane to freedom in Miami.
Today's bifihdays: writer Ken Kesey
is 45 years old. Former astronaut
Thomas Stafford is 50.
Thought for today: Public sentiment
Is everything. W1th public sentiment,
nothing can fail. Without It, nothing can
succeed. — Abraham Lincoln (180*
1865)
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Fall Savings

6..dS.pt. 17tio fiery 21st

9-9
Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sun.

ROSES
Mut roy KY

SCONE
016 ON

Central Shopping
Center

SAVINGS"

No Reincloecks

Large Assortment
Ladies'
Selected
Fall

Fall And Winter

Winter

Purses

Of Ladies'

Style & Colors

Our
Entire
Stock

Sizes 27-38
Large Variety of
Styles 8 Cuts \

Dresses

Men's $13.88

Jeans

Values to
$22.97

Affordable
Durable

Plastic
Furniture
Freon A.B. Syndicate

Boys 8-18 Reg. $4.99
Comfortable Casual

Waliabee Shoes

Kick Off The New Football
Season With A Brand A
.
New Kicking Tee t.lpo'
With The Purchase S
of Any Football In Our
Entire Stock

$9138

Men's

Rig. $14.97

Boys

Rog. $9.97

$788

Parsons
Table

Men's & Boys

All Sport Full Cushion

$344

Joy or
Ivory

Sport Socks

Trulon Knitted
Taylor Panel

Dishwashing
Liquid

In Natural, White, Green Gold
Sizes 60x81 or 60x63
Reg. $4.67

STP Oil Treatment
Prestone Anti-Freeze

25 Lb. Bag
Mealtime
WINTER SUM

Quaker State
Super Blend
IOW 30

Dog Food

Motor Oil

$
6
"

Limit 6 Qts

10 Lb. 11 0 .

Fab

•101,

=MIL •••

MM.

00

Kal Can 6.5 Oz. Can
Do? Slat

Awl

3/$1
14 Oz. Can
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Bel Air Shopping
Center
Highway 641 South
Murray, Ky.
Open 8 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Every Day

MOC•OC.C•CoGOAC•OC•CoraCC

Don't Worry
Murray...
Storey's Food Giant
Will Not Be
Undersold!!

Limit Rights
Reserved

Home Owned
Operated
We Accept
U.S. Gov't
Food Stamps

*Giant Inflation Fighters
*Weekly Coupons

*Everyday Low Shelf Prices
*Super Specials

Storey's
FOOD
GIANT
*Choice Meats
*Fresh Produce

KRAFT

HUNGRY JACK

MIRACLE WHIP

BISCUITS

BETTY CROCKER
LAYER

CAKE MIXES

390

6

320Z.
JAR

Prices Good
Wed. Sept. 17th
thru
Tues. Sept. 23

• 90Z.

LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY
WITH $10.00 ADDITIONAL ORDER
EXCLUDING TOBACCO AND DAIRY PRODUCTS

18 OZ.

BUTTERMILK OR HOMESTYLE

69'

„re

FLAV-0-RICH
BRAWNY

ORANGE JUICE

PAPER TOWELS
JUMBO ROLL

69

$219

GAL.

HUNTS

NABISCO SALTINE

CATSUP

CRACKERS

320Z

794

BRYERS

9

ICE CREAM

PEACHES

6

/12

29 OZ.

5 LB.

COUPON

COUPON

Limit 1 Per Farn
Arto

Limit 1 Per Fam.

Vanish
Sold

794

9 oz.

Good Oily At Slorey's
Exp. 9-23-80

Oes

10/$11 39
Good Only Al Store! s
Exp 923 80

GLAD

FRENCH FRIES
$1 49

Good Only It Storey's
Exp. 9-23-80

Makers

994

TWIN PAR
ORIGINAL, RIPPLE, COUNTRY

GARDEN DELIGHT
FROZEN

32 oz.

Kool-Aid

CHOICE BON

COUPON
Limo 1 Per FA,,
Spam Mond

Salad
Dressing

„. 9
32.o.

Good Only II Skeey's
Exp 9-23.80

ROAST

POTATO CHIPS

$1 29

16 OZ
FRENCH, 1000 ISLAND, CATALINA

COUPON

TIP STEM
u.S.D.A.
TIP ROAS
BOSTON BUTT PORK

PRINGLES

3201.

IR SALAD DKRARFTESSINGS
$1 19

Lirnd 1 Per Fam
Unsweetened

1LS.D.A. CHOICE BON

GAL.

DISHWASHING LIQUID

79

894

MILK

:64

toitt(

CUBE STE,

DOVE

4 ROIL PKG.

ROW
Bottle

FOOD GIANT WHOLE

$118

4

Windex

79

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

coLoRTEx BATHROOM
TISSUE

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Fam

1 LB. BOX

TRASH
GLA
$1 29
10 Cl., 30 GAL.

KRAFT

B.B.Q. SAUCE

,8„z 694
SUNSHINE

CRACKERS
H

994

Final
Touch
1 79

64:
o
F brk
.$

Geed Oily Al Slorey's
Exp. 9-23-80

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Fem.
Wheoties

Cereal

79"

12 so.
Geed Oily Al Storey's
Exp 9 23-80

dr-s- •Ynn.

dIntionaitdr

ma anil•

A

VA.
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GOLDEN
SMOKED
BONELESS

HAM
$1 89
• LB.

SLICED SLAB

BACON
FAMILY
PACK

S1

GRADE 'A' WHOLE

FRYERS

LB.

FRESH
PORK

SLICED
RIB HALF

CUTLETS
t,

WHOLE BUTTS
SLICED INTO

FIELD

LLS.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS SIRLOIN

LB.$279

TIP STEAK

LB $119

THIGHS

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS SIRLOIN

LB.$259

TIP ROAST

FRYER

LB.$259

JONATHAN OR GOLDEN

GROGAN PORK

SAUSAGE

LB.$1O

PICNIC

Lo.$1 39

ROAST

$1 59
LB $159
LB

CORN VALLEY PORK

SMOKED

BOSTON BUTT PORK

LB $1 59

FIELD

LB.$119

LEGS

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

CUBE STEAK

BOLOGNA
WIENERS

FRYER

$129

SAUSAGE

LB

EinnT PRODUCE SMOGS

APPLES

ILLINOIS APPLES

NECTARIlIE

CARROTS
3/494
RADISHES
6 OE:

3/994

BAG JONATHAN

APPLES

3 Lb. Bag

BAG YELLOW

ONIONS
Loom
ORANGES

3 LB 99

BELL PEPPERS
4/$1"

YELLOW CORN

5/794

7/99'

CUCUMBERS
4/$100

(mini' DELI snumosXmAnT BAKERY snumos)

fit

$400.00
Last Week's Name
Peggy Walker
Murray
Cord Not Punched

SUBMARINE SANDWICH
PIMENTO CHEESE
STORE MAO(

cCOLE SLAW

894 CARROT LOAF
. 894 CREME HORNS
STORE BAKED

g9

FRENCH BREAD

$ 49

3/79
LOA, 794
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David Hibbitts
Sports Editor
Murray Ledger & Times

MSU Combats Size
With Quickness
It is not just going to be the' Sophomore Todd McMahan,
little western Kentucky school who had attended the Murray
that rarely reaches the rest of State football camp while he
the state taking on the "big ci- was at Louisville Ballard High
School, and Joe Welsh, also
ty" college football team.
In fact, Louisville is not Pitt- from Louisville, were two
sburgh, never has been and more of interest at one time,
never will be even close. But but, as Gottfried said, he
Louisville is big, averaging 40- found somebody to replace
45 more pounds on the lines, them.
Now, Murray State is not goand that has Murray State
coach Mike Gottfried more ing to make Louisville look
bad this Saturday, but the one
worried than anything.
be proven is
Coupled with that are the 30- thing that should
certainly
teams
two
the
that
more scholarships
35
Louisville is allowed and the belong on the same field.
If the Racers show they do
numbers game becomes a facnot belong this Saturday, it
tor.
will simply be a clear indicaBut after the first two tion of the discrepancy
wina
is
State
Murray
weeks,
between the athletic programs
ner, something Louisville is
that can afford the players
is
program
not. The total MSU
and those that cannot.
on the upswing while the CarIn every other facet of the
dinals are trying to cling to the
game, Murray State is more
peak they reached under
than equal to the task. The
Vince Gibson.
Racer coaching -staff, the
Louisville is going to be facilities and the total environto
opportunity
that
looking for
ment have been at leas1 as
overpower somebody, but if conducive for the sheer
Murray State's quickness and teaching of the game.
finesse on defense, anaor d big
And make no mistake about
play from the offense, strike it, Murray State does have the
early, those first two losses athletes.
will loom larger in the back of
It may be like Kentucky
the Cardinals' minds.
traveling out to Oklahoma
Gottfried said that he had more than r.f..-ople realize, but
tried to recruit Louisville's as the adage goes, if the team
starting defensive back Frank that gets ahead does not keep
l'Ainniefield, a sophomore who looking ahead,there is always
walked on from Henry Clay somebody right behind them
High School in Lexington.
to take their place.

Two-Game Statistics
MSU
16
86
283
21
6
2
153
436
13
40.2
5
4
16
156
43
21.5

OPP
24
84
149
55
24
2
204
353
16
36.6
3
3
12
72
12
6.0 .

MSU
Opponents

First Downs
Rushing Attemps
Net Yards Rushing
Passes Attempted
Passes Completed
Passes Had Intercepted
Net Yards Passing
Total Yards Gained
Number Punts
Average Punt
Fumbles
Fiunbles Lost
Penalties
Yards Penalized
Total Points
Points Per Game

UL OPP
41
13
109
67
336
2
53
45
25
16
5
7
336
187
767
189
9
19
44.2
32.8
3
8
1
3
11
12
98
137
76
10
38.0
50

SCORING BY QUARTERS
1 2 3
24 0 13
0 9 0

Louisville
Opponents

4 TOT.
43
7
12
3

0 10 0 0
7 17 28 24

10
76

LAKER BOYS CROSS COUNTRY TEAM — Front Row (left to right) Scott Nis, Ji.n Alsop,
John Kelso, Bryan Harlan, Paul Vought, Barry Knight, Mike Harlan, Tony Lovett, Mark
Thorn, Craig Robertson, Charles Torley; back row, Mike Wicker, Herlie Chadwick, Jeff
Harlan, Darrell Harris, Todd Albritton, Dan Key, Marty Wyatt, Barry Albritton, Keith
Lovett.

Calloway Boys Win 1st Meet
The Calloway County boys runners on the team as they
cross country team opened its have ever had, the Lakers
1980 season with its first win took four of the top six places
over Mayfield in three years, for the 5,000 meter distance.
25-33.
Calloway's Craig Robertson
With almost twice as many

finished first in the meet with
a time of 19:19. Herbie Chadwick, Todd Albritton and Marty Wyatt took fourth, fifth and
sixth, respectively while
Barry Knight finished ninth.

ATLANTA AP) — The
Southeastern Conference is
coming up with a new wrinkle
this week — in essence, a nonconference conference game.
The SEC ruling body —
presidents of the 10 member
institutions — voted not to

allow Saturday's AlabamaMississippi contest to count in
the conference race because it
is a sqventh league game for
each team.
The game isn't contained in
the six-game round robin
schedule being used by the

conference, and there was
some concern that if every
team in the SEC lost a league
game, either Alabama or Ole
Miss could claim the title by
virtue of the extra game.
Apparently this means that
Alabama's 23-game SEC win-

Sid W. Brantley, D.M.D.

Calloway Girls Fall To Fulton
Regina Walker, who was
In their opening meet of the
fall season, the Calloway
County girls cross country lost fourth overall, was the first
finisher for Calloway in a time
to Fulton City 20 tá'38.

ning streak is not in jeopardy,
but its longest-in-the-nation
overall string of 22 consecutive victories is.
Regardless, it should be an
interesting contest in
Jackson's Memorial Stadium,
where Alabama has spent

of 14:26. She was followed by
the Lakers' Stephanie Wuest,
Bonnie Hutchens, Patty Doyle
and Vicki Houghton.

some anxious moments in the
That WBS before Fourcade SE
past.
Cu. went out and dropped a 23John Fourcade, the confi- 29 decision to Texas A&M,
dent Ole Miss quarterback, drawing criticism from
said before the season started former Ole Miss Coach John
that the Rebels could beat the Vaught that Fourcade was
Crimson Tide since they may overconfident and undisciplin
be catching the awesome two- ed.

Murray Rolls Over So. Marshall

Calloway County Rallies Past North Marshall
Calloway County Middle The run for the extra point
School got its football season was stopped short and North
off to a good start last night Marshall struck quickly for a
with a 13-6 come from behind 6-0 lead.
After an exchange of punts,
victory at North Marshall.
the Lakers drove down the
The Lakers started slowly
field with excellent runs by
as they had trouble moving
halfbacks Todd Contri and
first
football
their
the
on
Rodney Tebbetts. With just
series of downs.
five seconds left in the half,
On fourth and 15 from the Contri took a pass on the Jet 20
Laker 20. Rodney Tebbetts and sprinted to the corner for
had his punt blocked and the the touchdown. The extra
Jets took it in for a touchdown. point was kicked by Ricky

Boggess and the Lakers went Todd Contri again for a 25
into the locker room with a 7-6 yard scoring play. The extra
lead.
point kick was just wide to the
An inspired Calloway left.
defense came out in the seAn aggressive defense held
cond half and shut down the on to sack the Jet quarterback
Jet offence on crucial fourth on a key fourth and 9 on the
down plays.
Laker 40.
The Lakers finally put
Sparking the defense were
together a fourth quarter Brad Brelsford, Richard
drive for their last touchdown Williams, Greg Baker, Glenn
of the game.
Brandon and Mickey GarWith 6:52 left in the game, rison, according to Laker
quarterback Brad Skinner hit Coach Bill Miller.

SPO

The Murray Middle School later. Rutledge broke away
football team opened its for a 70-yard touchdown run to
season with a 72-14 win over complete the Murray scoring
before South Marshall came
South Marshall last night.
Steve Rutledge, who scored back for their two scores.
Murray coach Rick Fisher
all three Murray touchdowns,
returned the opening kickoff said that Kelly Steely and
to South Marshall 7-yard line Steve Malone showed the
and scored on a sweep three leadership in running the ofplays later as the Tigers took a fense, with some timely block8-0 lead to the halftime break. ing from the offensive line.
For the defense, Rutledge,
Murray held the same lead
through the third quarter until Mike Pratt, David Randolph,
Murray blocked a punt and Todd Ross and James Kendall
Rutledge scored three plays were the standouts.

AMU

New York
Baltimore
Boston
Milwaulute
Detroit
Cleveland
Toronto

z-Kannas City
Oakland
Testis
Menem:ea
Cheago
Cahfomia
Seattle
s-Qintiend ie
Tee
Minnesota le
Detroit 8, BA

Sullivan Clinches MCC Match Play Championship
Lynn Sullivan, a 19-year-old
sophomore Murray State
University golfer from Murray, has won the 1980 match
play championship at the Murray Country Club.
Sullivan, the youngest of the
two sons of Murray Country
Club pro Jimmy and Jerlene
Sullivan, brushed aside Dr.
Tom Muehleman, a clinical
psychology professor at Murray State, 7 and 6 in the
scheduled 36-hole finals of the
club's annual match play tournament to win his third major
championship of the year.

won the batting championships in the American and National leagues this season. It
comes under terms of the exception to the rule, outlined
clearly under 10.23 (a). Here
is the language:
Templeton is the slick short"If there is any player with
stop of the St. Louis Cardinals, fewer than the required
best
the
be
may
who just
number of plate appearances,
player at his position in the whose average would be the
business right now.
highest if he were charged
And "Grace" is the rule with the required number of
almost certain to be applied to plate appearances or official
both of them when it comes at bats, then that player shall
time to figure out just who has be awarded the batting championship."
The required number is 502.
Brett, suffering from tendinitis in his right hand, has
not played in more than a
week and will be out for a
while longer. He is leading the
American League in batting at
.396, but he is stalled at 447
of
%nominee that they have apaumed the practice
plate appearances — 55 away
from paydirt.
Samuel V. Dura14 D.M.D.
Templeton, walking around
and that all record, will continue to be available in thi•
with a splint on a broken
office.
finger for the second time this
,IIFFICE 9(11
summer, does not expect to
9111)..m. Irt .1(N1
bat again until 1981. He is hitThisr..I. 99K)JAI.. 11191111
ting .323, No.2 in the National
.- .;;110,14y 91191! pot. tgo 4:01Lpon.
League, with 468 plate appearances, 34 short of the
litmol
9154 (..$4.i.
magic number.
Murry,. kornittrA,
Should both players not
Telephone 7534479
come to the plate for Upe re-

Steven E. Farmer, D.M.D.

A large
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Middle School Football Results

Early in August, he won the
annual 36-hole medal play
Shriners tournament at the
Murray club, and later teamed with Mary Jane Parks of
Paducah to win the West Kentucky Couples Best-Ball Tournament in Mayfield.
In his match with
Muehleman, a former
member of the Southern Illinois University golf team,
the 6-foot, 145-pound Sullivan
posted five birdies for an even
par 72 at the end of 18 holes
and a 6-up advantage over the
former SIU player.

The match was even as the
two left the 11th green before
Sullivan, stroking a hot putter,
rolled in birdie putts on three
consecutive holes, 12, 13 and
14, before parring the remaining four holes.
In the afternoon round,
Sullivan increased his lead to 9
up at the 27th hole, after which
Muehleman hung on briefly
with birdies at 10 and 11 to
take those holes and go to the
12th tee — their 30th hole —
seven down with seven holes
to play.
Both parred the 325-yard
hole, giving the lanky and
youthful Sullivan the championship.
In order to reach the cham-

Rule Keeps Brett In Hunt
Brett is the heart and soul of
the Kansas City Royals, whose
flirtation with a .400, batting
average has captured the imagination of the baseball
public this swimmer.

LAKER GIRLS CROSS COUNTRY TEAM — (Left to right) Stacy Taylor, Stephanie Wuest,
Noreen Herndon, Vicki Houghton, Regina Walker, Karen Hall, Jane Ann Barrow, Bonnie Hutchens, Stacy Wuest, Patty Doyle.

SEC Adds New Wrinkle - Non-Conference Conference Game

Could Win Title Without Appearances

By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
Baseball's record keepers
are dusting off the paragraph
and tidying it up a bit. After
all, a rule gets rusty when it
never has been used before.
And in a century or so of major league baseball, historians
believe no one has ever had to
fall back on the exception to
Rule 10.23( a until now.
Welcome to 1980, the year of
George Brett, Garry
Templeton and "Amazin'
Grace." •

Mui
In F

mainder of the season. Grace
has a solution.
Fifty-five at-bats would be
added to Brett's numbers,
with no hits — one terrific
slump — producing a .348 batting average. Then, if his .348
AROUND THE WORLD
is the highest average in the
PROTECTED with
American League —
Milwaukee's Cecil Cooper was
RIVERSIDE AUTO
hitting .357 and Cleveland's
INSURANCE
Miguel Dilone was at .348
before Tuesday night's games
A riverside policy con— Brett would be the batting
tains no territorial
champion.
For Templeton, the Grace
restrictions. It protects
slump would be 0-for-34, proyowany time, any place
ducing a .300 average. Curaround 1, world. See
by
rently surrounded
your Riversieer agent
Chicago's Bill Buckner (.324),
teammate Keith Hernandez
today for mots:, in(.319), and Philadelphia's
formation about the exBake McBride (.315 ), the battra plus coverages of
ting title under those condiRiverside's low cost
tions would probably be a
moot question for him. But for
auto insurance,
Brett, it's a much more releespecially designed for
vent matter.
careful drivers
Critics complain that applying Grace is tinkering with the
batting title and that if Brett
falls short of 502 appearances,
then he falls short and no
statistical manipulations
Sycensor•
should alter that fact. And if
7534355
of
you're a fan Cecil Cooper or'
Miguel Dilone, that position is
INVERSIIN INSURANCE COMPANY
MARL CAM,alICHNIAN
perfectly understandable.

King Insurance
. Snrvki Inc.
tol

pionship, won last year by
Mike Holton, Sullivan
eliminated Jimmy Boone 4
and 2 in the first round, Holton
3 and 2 in the second, and Dr.
Joe Rexroat, the club's 1979
medal play champion, in the
semi-finals 3 and 2.
Sullivan finished third in the
club's medal play tournament
this year and eighth in the
state amateur tournament in
June.
Muehleman reached the

1479().nna., ltftocheirri Ky

final bracket by defeating
Larry Robinson 3 and 2 in the
first round; David Buckingham in a sudden death
playoff in the second; and
Jerry Grogan 6 and 5 in the
semi-finals.
Winning the first flight was
Bobby Fike with a 3 and 2 win
over Raz Villanova, while Jim
Berry was the second flight
winner with a 4 and 3 win over
Anthony Fike.
Only the third flight is yet to
be completed in the annual

tournament, and it has reached the final bracket where
Phil McNeely faces Johnny
Gingles.
McNelly defeated David
Graham Sunday to advance to
the finals while Gingles had
reached it with a 5 and 4 win
over Dick Orr. McNelly and
Graham had played 18 holes
earlier, winding up all even,
and agreed to another full 18hole round rather than sudden
death to determine the winner.

130‘0119,

New York 5, 1
Oakland 4. Te
California at I
aliases 2. Sea
Wed'
Other* (F(
at Kansas (Sty
1801.2,114,1
hionesota IF,,
13-131 at Milwat.
5-31. 2, an)
Detroit i We.
Flanagan 14421
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(Drag° 601, In)
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Oakland lar
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I-AS VEGAS,
Martina New
Stove of the Is
firstround mat
temun tournann
In other mat(
advanced with
Rowe Canal-,
Mandlikova o
Carolyn Stoll 6,Turnbull of At
Wade of Eng:
needed Kathy
Latham 8-2, 6-:
Runic' of Roma
6-0, 6-3, Jew
haunt DuPont:
clan defeated St

Church isfull
of hypocrites.

By The

Of course it is. You'll always find a few people in church who
haven't totally given themselves to God, but that's not a very
good reason to deny yourself a fellowship with God. Maybe you
could even help these hypocrites.
It isn't easy being a Christian in any society.or denomination. Nothing worthwhile is ever easy. It takes faith, patience,
understanding,love and forgiveness to be a Christian.
The Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) is a good place to
start. We respect your freedom to interpret the Bible in your
own way. You could be a big help to us. You could probably
help us overcome some of our hypocritical ways.
Maybe we can help each other. Let's work on it together.

Awe
NEW TORN
Roger Holt, oil
the Internatlow
Gulden, catch.,
Southern leapt

BA
NatWest Baal
CHICAGO I
Leiter, guard, t
WS ANGEL
Delmer flesh°
Ire.,, the Dallai
NEW YORK
Rogers, forwarn

THE SI
PROVE
SNOUt

The First Christian Church
North of the square on Fifth Street
Dr. David C. Roos, Minister

r

„.

BE SUN
NIGHT'
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Expos Holding Off Celebrations After Last Year's Disappointment
By WILLIAM R. BARNARD
AP Spurts Wrfter
The Montreal Expos, who
suffered the disappointment of
staying in the division title
race until the last day before
being elinunated last year,
are taking nothing for granted
this time around.
Although 5-3 and 4-2 victories in a doubleheader with
the New York Mets Tuesday
night gave the Expos a 244game lead over Philadelphia
in the National League East,
there were no celebrations or
cocky predictions afterward.
There was just grim determination to keep up the
pressure on Philadelphia and
Pittsburgh, the defending
champions who are now five
games down after beating the
Phillies 3-2.
"It was a big night, but

what's more important is that game after eight innings.
we battled back in both
In the ninth, a dropped
games," said Gary Carter, throw at the plate by New
who contributed his 25th York catcher Butch Benton
homer of the season in the led to two unearned runs that
opening game victory that broke a 2-2 tie.
went 11 innings.
"It feels good to contribute
again," said Palmer of only
his second start since returning from the disabled list.
Pirates 3,Phillim 2
In other NI games, Los
Jim Bibby and Kent Tekulve
Angeles and Houston stayed in pitched brilliantly the first
a first-place tie in the West five months of the season, but
when they lost 2-1 to Atlanta both tailed off in the last few
and 4-3 to San Diego, respec- weeks until Tuesday night's
tively, while San Francisco victory over Philadelphia.
Bibby had lost three of four
beat Cincinnati 8-1 and
prior decisions and had failed
Chicago edged St. Louis 6-5.
In the second game, David to pitch more than six innings
Palmer, 7-4, overcame a in his last five starts, while
shaky start that saw the Mets Tekulve went 0-4 and saw the
take a 2-0 lead. After that, he Pirates go 7-15 since his last
retired 13 straight in one save Aug. 22.
Bibby, now 17-5, had a
stretch before leaving the

NI Roundup

twoliitter through eight innings against the Phillies
before giving up Mike
Schmidt's 39th homer and two
walks to start the ninth. But
Tekulve came in to retire
three straight batters, the last
two with runners on second
and third and save the victory.
Padres 4, Astros 3
San Diego beat Houston for
the second night in a row to
keep the Astros from taking
over sole possesion of the lead

411,

some during the longer race,
the 20 kilometer (12.4 miles).
Three students from Murray State competed in the 2029 age group. Finishing 8th
overall in the time of 1:19:42
was Bill Daniels. Dan Thompson finished 33rd in 1:34:34
with Mike Jump following
(48th) in 1:50:50.
In the 30-39 division, Dr.
Rick Stinchfield covered the
distance in 2:20 and 53rd
overall. Dr. Ron Wuest and
Dr. Lew Bossing ran in the
Men's 40-50 age-group. Wuest
placed second in his group and
10th overall in 1:20:35. Bossing was 42nd overall in
1:42:03. In the 50 and Over
Men's group, Dr. Adam Lanning took second place, 37th
overall, in 1:36:20.

ta over Los Angeles. The Cincinnati from making up homer in the bottom
of the
Braves -- still hoping to get ground in the pennant race as eighth inning carried
Chicago
back in the West Division race Larry Herndon and Rennie over St. ',outs.
— have won five in a row and Stennett knocked in two runs
Ken Oberkfell's sacrifice fly
29 of 38 to trail the leaders by apiece. Ed Whitson, 10-11,
gave the Cards a 4-3 lead in the
six games.
scattered six hits for the vicPhil Niekro, 15-14, scattered tory and also had a two-run top of the eighth before singles
by Jim Tracy and Bill
five hits and struck out four in single in the ninth.
Buckner set the table for
seven innings before getting
remained
4'sThe Reds
help from Rick Camp,
Johnson's 10th homer. Keith
games behind the Dodgers
who saved his 17th game.
Hernandez brought the Carand Astros.
Weida 8, Reds 1
dinals within a run U-1 the ninth
San Francisco broke a auCubs 6,Cardinals 5
with a solo homer off winning
game losing streak and kept`y Cliff Johnson's three-run
pitcher Bill Caudill,2-5.

Yankees Squeeze Eggs Out Of'Goose,

Murray Contingent Competes
In First Blackpatch Festival
A large contingent of runners from Murray participated in the First Annual
Blackpatch
Festival
Footraces at Princeton (KY)
Saturday morning. Nearly 200
runners of both sexes and all
ages (9-69) toed the line at 8
a.m.
In the 10 kilometer (6.2
miles) race, Stephanie Wuest
placed 3rd in the 15 and Under
Female division with a time of
52:05. Sharon Macy received a
trophy for her second place in
the 29-29 age-group (46:38).
Karl Wuest placed second in
the Men's 40-50 in the time of
41:28.
High temperatures (85
degrees midway through the
race) and high humidity
became significant factors for

in the West. Jerry Mumphrey
drove in two nun,including a
game-winning double in the
seventh inning, and John Curtis evened his record at 8-8
with 72-3 innings of six-hit pitching. Rollie Fingers recorded
his 21st save.
Braves 2, Dodgers 1
Jerry Royster, who has 11
hits in his last 13 at-bats, drilled a run-scoring single, his
fourth hit of the game, in the
seventh inning to power Atlan-

Irish Olympian Ed Leddy,
and former track member at
East Tennessee State University, was the overall winner of
the 20 kilometer run in a time
of 1:09:55.

By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Even after continua), use,
the New York Yankees are
still squeezing Goose eggs out
of Rich Gossage.

AL Roundup
Good as gold, New York's
tireless relief pitcher continued to mow them down
Tuesday night as the Yankees
beat the Toronto Blue Jays 5-4
and moved a step closer to the
American League East title.
Coupled with Baltimore's 83 loss to Detroit, the Yankees
improved their lead over the

Orioles to a solid six games.
has not allowed a run in his
"He just comes in and rears last 15 appearances, saving 12
back and fires," said Toronto of those games and retiring 73
Manager Bobby Mattick. "It of 85 batters while yielding
makes a big difference when five hits and six walks. One
you've got somebody like that batter reached on an error.
to come in and blow you out."
After winning three conGossage replaced starter secutive
pennants, the
Ron Guidry with one out and Yankees
slipped to fourth last
two runners on base in the
year in the Al, East in large
seventh inning after RBI- part due to Gossage's injurysingles by Lloyd Moseby and plagued season.
Damaso Garcia cut the
Yankees'lead to one run.
Elsewhere in the AL, Boston
The big right-hander retired walloped Cleveland 9-5;
Alfredo Griffin on a pop fly, Oakland defeated Texas 4-2
struck out pinch hitter Al and Chicago edged Seattle 2-1.
Woods and allowed only an in- Rain
postponed
a
field single by Moseby with doubleheader between Mintwo out in the ninth. Gossage nesota and Milwaukee and a

third single of the game
The victory, the Yankees'
sixth in a row and 14th in 15
games this month, improved
Guidry's record to 14-10.

contest between Kansas City
and California.
The Yankees jumped on Jim
Clancy, 13-13, for three runs in
the bottom of the first after he
walked Willie Randolph and
Bobby Murcer, the first two
batters. Oscar Gamble singled
the first run across, and Jim
Spencer and Rick Cerone added RBI-singles.

Tigers 8, Orioles 3
Steve Kemp drove in four
runs while rapping out three
hits, including his 19th homer,
Detroit over
to lead
Baltimore.
Kemp's two-run homer in
the sixth off Steve Stone, 23-7,
forced a 2-2 tie and his two-run
single off reliever Tippy Martinez capped a four-run rally
in the seventh.

John Mayberry opened the
Toronto second with his 25th
home run, but the Yankees added two decisive runs in the
fifth on a walk to Bobby
Brown, a stolen base, Randolph's single, Murcer's
sacrifice fly and Gamble's

The rally helped Jack Morris even his record at 14-14.

or—
G00D
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SERVICE

STORES
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SPORTS AT A GLANCE
Major Leagues At A Glance
AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST
W
L
Pa. GB
Neer York
92 52
.639 —
86 58
Baltimore
.Y/7
6
76 65
Boston
.539 14os
77 67
Milwaukee
.535 15
74 70
Detroit
.514 18
Cleveland
73 70
510 184
Tororto
61 ta
424 31

viFsT
1-Kansas (Sty
89 55
.618
Oakland
73 73
KO 17
70 74
Texas
486 19
63 80
libremeota
.441 251s
Ctscago
61 82
427 27kt
Califon*
58 94
.40111 30
SeatUe
37
t-Cknthed tie for division title
Tawdry's Ganes
Minnesota at Milwaukee, 2, ppd. rain
Dana Lt. Baltimore 3
Batton 9, Cleveland 5
Neiv York 5, Tondo 1
Oakland 4, Texas 2, 11 innings
California at Kansas City, pal., ram
Chicago 2. Seattle 1
Weduesday's Games
Califon* (Ferns 0-1 and Hotting 001
at Kansas (Sty (Gura 16-7 and Leonard
16-91, 2, it-01
Mirnesota !Erickson 5-12 and Kaman
12-13) at Milwaukee (Ham 16-12, Mitchell
5-31, 2.(to)
Detroit (Weaver 2-1) at Baltimore
(Flanagan 14-12), nI
Cleveland (Barker 1840 at Balm
(Drago 64),(n)
TOS01110 (McLaughlin 68i at New Yak
(May 144), In)
Oaldand (Langford 16-111 at Texas

(Mt 1240), (n)
Clgo (Burns 1.342) at Seattle (Bannister 8-1U, (0)
NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST
Pet. (28.
W
L
Montreal
.359
81 64
Phdadelphe
78 66
.542
Ottsisegh
76 69
.824
5
SL Louis
448 16
65 80
61 94
New Vail
di 20
Le
363 24'n
56
Chat&

HURRY

viesr
Harlon61 d
.589
LC 62
Los Angeles
.560
78 67
Cincinnati
.527
76 66
Atlanta
MS
6
San Erma-nen
.472 14
68 76
Santo
441 18In
64 81
Taesdey's Gams
Chicago 6. SLIntas 5
San Francisco 8, (incirrati 1
Montreal 5-4, New Yost 3-2, 1st game
11 innings
Pitabiegh 3, Philadelphia 2
Atlanta 2, Los Angeles I
San Diego 4. Houston 3
Wednesday's Games
St. lous (Vuckovich 114 i at Owego
(Kroner &III
Philadelphia (Walk 10-11 at Pittsbirgh
Eibleven 8-111, In)
Montreal (Sanderson 154) at New York
)Scott 00), In)
Houston (.111iticro 16-11) at Cincinnati
itaCoas &ID, In)
San Diego (Eichelberger 4-1) at Lai Angeles Siam 114), (n)
Atlen(a (Mrtelniarne 941) at San Francisco (Blir nal, In)

Anniversary
Savings
SALE

(r1$114

FIllt15

6171115

(.1119113

and JoAnne Russell beat Diane Deafer 63,6-3.
GENERAL
NEW YORK (API — Tennis' Billie
Jean King. auto racing's Janet Guthrie
and track's Wilms Rudolph were the
first nominees to be elected to the newly
created Women's Sports Hall of Fame
Also elected were Patty Berg. golf;
Babe Didrickson Zahariaa, track and
field and golf; Amelia Eavhart. aviation, Gertrude &kelt, long distance
swimming; Althea Gireon, tennis and
golf. and Eleanor Hobo Whalen, swimming
Tennis' Tracy Austin was named the
top pro women's athlete of the year,
while track star Mary Decker was named the top festal amateur.

Transactions
By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
American League
NEW YORK YANKEES—Recalled
Roger Holt, infielder, from Columbus of
the International League Recalled Brad
Gulden, catcher, from Nashville of the
Southern League
BASKETBALL
National Basketball Aswielstam
CHICAGO BULLS—Signed Ronnie
Laster, guard,to a five-year contract
LOS ANGELES LAKERS—Acquired
Delmer Beshore, guard, on waivers
frosts the Dalai Mavericks
NEW VORK KNICKS— Waived Larry
Rogers forward

PRICE

Description

Size

Sports In Brief
By The Associated Press
TENNIS
LAS VEGAS,Nev.(AP) — Top-seeded
Martina Navratilova defeated Betty
Stove of the Netherlands, fel. 6-0 in a
firstround match of a $200,000 women's
tennis tournament.
In other matches, Barbara Potter also
advanced with a 6-2, 6-3 victory over
Roam Canals. fourth-seeded Hans
Mandlikova of Czechoslovakia, beat
Carolyn Stoll 6.0,64; fifth-seeded Wendy
Turnbull of Australia, topped Virginia
Wade of England, 74, 6-3; seventhseeded Kathy Jordan downed Kate
Latham 6-2, 6-2; eighth-seeded Virginia
Rtaici of Romania. topped Peanut Louie
6-0. 6-3; Jeanne DuVall eliminated
Laura DuPont 5-7, 6-4, 6-2; Barbara Jordan defeated Stacy Margolin 3-6, 74,7-6,

Since we opened our first location in 1924, Goodyear
Service Stores have been providing the very best in
tires and auto service. Join our anniversary celebration and save now through Saturday at THE STORE!

Costes PM Red
Coro* PM Rod.

Plus FET
no trade
needed

55.00

233

55.00

7 51

wee

Cosies Poly Rod

SPECIAL
SALE!
3995

PAIR
OFFER!
$55

Custom Polysteel

Power Streak

215

Radial

cons Poly. tad.

45.00

ina( Milomm(ommtor

II

nOoTBALL
National Football League
CLEVELAND BROWNS--Released •
Cleveland Crosby, defensive end. Ac- •
tivated Jerry Wilkinson,defensive end.
LOS ANGELES RAMS—Signed Bob
Lee, quarterback. Placed Terry Nelsen,
tight end, on the injured reserve list.
ST.LOUIS CARDINALS—Waived
Brent Cook, tight end; Antrnwayne
Richardson, safety. and Sean Clancy.
linebacker
SAN DIEGO CHARGERS—Signed Billy Brooks, wide receiver
WASHINGTON REDSKINS Signed
Ernie Hughes. guard Placed Phil
Dubois, Ught end, on the injured reserve
bat

I

II

,.

1.:17.0,-.

Parts and additional

1

'.n"c.'""'' n"d.d

i

INCLUDES:
proper alignment • inspect sine,
Sal caster, camber •nd Oslot
ing and suspension systems • finance 2 front wheels
Prolong tiro weer Halo Inosinnt• rolutla control and improve
r•hicle ride
Most U S cars including front wheel drive Many imports and

'3395

418114

SUPERKIR

SUPERIOR

CALIFORNIA
WIRE

DYNAMO II

I

(tont trucks Chavettes a•trit

11.••••••••••••••11

Cs,,( ailineni. Lnnnerunn

C,.,,, Califon. Cowin-1.n

3495
5795

33"

)

-14,25z I

II
111

1116003

lradm *66 Ply

Custom
Rid

SALE
PRICE

53.11s

Guard 61 1
49.9S

Cruner Polyester

21.15

HURRY!
JUST 22 IN STOCK

F
SAVINGS
1 SERVICE SPECIAL! ONSUPER
SUPERIOR WHEELS
I Save $5 On Front-End

1 Alignment & Balance II SUPERIOR
1
I SUPERSTAR
Service
I 419"I - .._. ?aum $2 88 I '329s
I'

100)115

Descri tion

needed

323

2.I

Powerhouse
Battery
A top of the line battery
that s nearly maintenance
tree Rarely ever needs wa
ter during its long service
life Delivers twice the
power of many new car
batteries

-444
;
FREE
INSTALLATION

Trade .n appits Coo group SIMI
65 220 rag price
$1000 Minus Trade
$50 60

TrIple•plated chrome steed.
Europe inspired design
The classic look for any
car, comes complete with
ail hardware

ivory-ohm -custom- wheelfourapoke or five•spoke
lightweight turbine design
Chrome•piated cap includ.
ad

SALE ENDS SATURDAY

SALE ENDS SATURDAY

SALE ENDS SATURDAY

CLIZIREID
,et.11110.:

Goodyear
Revolving
Charge
Account-

1.14

$10 TRADE-IN!

85

157

Super few —vans, - RV'S,
pickups 'Rugged inter.
connected steel spokes.
durable painted
white
finish. custom red and
blue stripes

Just Say 'Charge It'

Plus FET
no trade

678x13
no trade needed

HURRY!
JUST I 2 IN STOCK

119

Size

Blackwell

Many unlisted
tire bargains
available at
all locations

BR 78x1 3
Plus 1.97 r1.7
no trade needed

HURRY

Blemished Tires And
Discontinued Designs!

SlirnOta Buy

OFFER ENDS SATURDAY
Ask I or

our

tree battery check

Use any of these 7 other ways to buy Our Own Customer
Credit Plan • Master Charge • Visa • American Express
Card • Carte Blanche • Diners Club • Cash

WE'RE OPEN AT 7130 AM.

CORRECTIONI
THE SALE ENDING DATE FOR THE BIG K HOME IMPROVEMENT SECTION Of TODAY'S NEWSPAPER
SHOULD READ:
"PRICES GOOD THRU SEPTEMBER 21".
BE SURE TO SHOP THIS GREAT EVENT PLUS SATURDAY
NIGHT'S GIGANTIC MOONLIGHT SALE AT YOUR MAK-

G0011114T
, EAR

'•n

GOODYE1111,SEITS,E STORE
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Highly-Sought Patrick, Walker Of SEC'Rush' To The Early Forefront
By HERSCHEL 14138ENSON
AP Sports Writer
Two of the most highly
recruited running backs in the
nation are periorrrung in the
Southeastern Conference and
the early returns are as varied
as the way they signed their
letters of intent.
Alabama's Linnie Patrick, a
5-foot-10, 179-pound speedster
from Jasper, Ala., was probably the most sought-after
running back in the history of
the state.
He sat out the first half and
then carried only three times
for 10 yards in Alabama's

opening-game 26-3 victory out because, Walker said, "I
over Georgia Tech. His first felt more at home there."
In Georgia's opener at Tencollegiate play was a high pitchout from quarterback Ken nessee, Walker got into scion
Coley that he was unable to in the second period. He carhandle and was recovered by ried 24 times for 54 yards and
touchdown runs of 16 and 9
Georgia Tech.
When Patrick signed with yards as the Bulldogs rallied
the Crimson Tide it was done from a 15-0 halftime deficit to
with speed and enthusiasm. win 16-15.
Last weekend was even bet"It's always been my dream
ter. Walker started and carto go Alabama," he said.
Meanwhile, Georgia's ried 21 times for 145 yards and
Herschel Walker, a 6-1, 225- three touchdowns, two on 1pounder from Wrightsville, yard plunges and one on a 711Ga., didn't choose a college yard gallop, in a 42-0 rout of
until April after an intense Texas A&M.
Unlike the song, though,
recruiting war. Georgia won

Walker didn't always have
Georgia on his mind.
"My dream was to go to
Southern Cal," he says. "I

7a,hea

By LARRY LAUGHLIN
Associated Press Writer
NEWPORT, RI. (AP) —
Freedom skipper Dennis Conner had a good look at
Australia's "bendy" mast as
he sailed past the challenging
yacht on his way to an opening
victory in the America's Cup
finals. He was polite with his
verdict.
"I think it showed a lot of
promise," said the man
chosen by the New York yacht
club to defend its silver
trophy. "They have nothing to
be embarrassed about."
But the Australians had
hoped to show more than promise Tuesday as they opened
the 24th foreign challenge for
the sailing prize held by the
United States without a break
since 1851. The one minute, 52
second loss left them down 1-0
in the best-of-seven series.
The mast, which has a flexible, fiberglass top that allows
the 12-meter yacht to carry
more sail, was installed after
Australia eliminated France 3
in the challenger finals.
Tuesday's match was its
competitive debut. The
Australians pulled the mast
out for repairs as soon as they
reached the dock and asked
for today off, postponing the
second race of the series until
Thursday.
"We're very satisfied with
the mast. We're taking it out
of the boat right now. We have
a problem with the lower
spreaders that requires some
attention," said Australian
challenge head Alan Bond.
"We do intend to continue '11
use it."
The mast, much like the one
introduced to Cup competition
this summer by the ill-fated
British yacht Lionheart,
represents a daring step for
the Australians and one that
cannot easily be retraced.
The yacht's sails all have
been tailored to fit the contour
of the flexible mast and would
have to be recut if the

1 ela:1

Lovely walnut tone handle
blended with a geometric
Spanish design, creates a
/,
smart docorator look.

CAcIV`TILVA

(RIGHT)

Smart florentine handle
embellished by an embossed
Spanish filigree. Cantina,
with a mirror polish back
and slim modern lines is
perfect for any period.

EKCOE TERNA'
int ABTA ASO C4911"1"

WIWI lea $3.00
Purchase
For The Next

STAINLESS STEEL FLATWARE
$ Pc Mese Sellorip

eat s2.2g

4 Pc. Teeeperei lel

we/V.29

4 Wed Teaspoons

*oh 12.29

3 Pc Serried 544

•NI I;.
only 52.29

Tebiespoone
Cele Mew Foot
._ 411rearTnadle

eels 11.99
eels $1.99

•

Pierced Posers demo

way 11.99

Southern Cal and Georgia. I
could feel the pressure from
my family to go to Georgia,
even though they never said

anything."
Walker's delay in making
his decision apparently didn't
affect him while the schools in

10 Weeks at
Parker's Mkt.

21T. EACH AND (rVcr $3 PuNC54LU1:

something we can improve
upon — we intend to improve
upon. We're not disheartened
by today's race," he said.
Except ror a few minutes
But Bond, waging his third early In the match, when
Cup campaign and the fifth Australia was leading, the
consecutive challenge by an challengers had little to cheer
Australian boat, gave no hint about.
Freedom, playing the flukey
of second thoughts.
"We feel our performance is winds on Rhode Island Sound

Australians elected to return
to the conventional aluminum
mast they used in the
summer-long elimination

more effectively, took the lead
10 minutes into the first leg of
the 24.3-mile race and rounded
the first mark 52 seconds
before Australia.

Conner, a 38-year-old San
Diego drapery manufacturer
with yachting credentials that
include two, Congressional
Cups and an Olympic bronze

TOTAL HARDWARE

C & H Pure Cane

9
18
$
Sugar
5

SAVE
76`

Lb. lag

WITH 510 00 ADDITIONAL PURCHASE
EXCLUDING TOBACCO PRODUCTS
AND DRINKS ON SPECIAL

Saaltest

Limit 1

Sour
Crea

FROZEN FOODS
Freely Acres Orange

Potatoes

$ 1 00
3L1.

Sam 19'.

12.., 69c

Juice

39c Chicken

English A

Gret
Beal

Banquet Fried

Fresh Crisp

Celery

$229

Large 2' 2

10 Pcs.

beech

Frosty Acres Mixed

White Seedless

Grapes
119
Sale
13-oz. indoor/outdoor

medal, steered Freedom to increasing leads of 1:33, 1:48,
2:14 and 2:17 at the succeeding
four marks.
Only on the final leg, where
Australia chopped 25 seconds
off Freedom's lead, did the
gap close. Conner said it was
because he did not push
Freedom at the end of the
rare.

"Low Overhead Means Low Prices"

Now Crop Sweet

All Season
Mobile 10W-40

"It was no burden," he says.
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Sale

contention were on pins and
needles for months

Conner Soys Australian Challenger Has Promise

EKCOE I ERNA243auhia

always wanted to go out there
and play and I .took a lot of
time to think about it. It was
like a tug-of-war between

Ja

79C
lb.

79c

Vegetables

Save 25', .

Frosty Whip Dessert

Red Jeaull,..
99C

Apples

3 lb. beg

Jiff
Fear
Butt

Topping

9c
•1. S

spray paint in non-toxic when dry.
Safe for children's furniture. Contains a rust
Inhibitor. Large assortment of colors.
579-4003(Z) thru 4441(Z)

PARKER'S MARKET'S CHOICE MEATS
U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

Sale
119
4 BULBS

Chuck Roast

Westinghouse light
bulbs. 60.75 or
100 watt. 4681250(Z). 1334(Z).
1417(Z)

3 Gil

Microwave
Corn Popper
Melte 3 cits

of

delocrous popcorn

vethout using oil with* rnscrowave
Corn popper Slain resistanl.
washer safe 119-4218

MASTER.MAC,

Sale

99

11.S.D.A. limaloss
Osgood Sew

ROAST
$ 79
lb.

itmlfool

Franks
QC
12.1

Sale

87
2
Continuous
dimmer
switch controls

Master-Mag 22 Long
Rifle Shells.
Copper Clod Bullet
.0 pock 608.0022)Z)

from soft glow to full
brightness. Fits standard box 442-8520(7)

[1:1 Anchor

shield chsanar/

antifreeze solvent.
Gallon 768-1018(7)

Microwave Cooking
SA99
Bean Racks 'Ns

Freezer Maid
4-I Qt.
Containers

*I"
locoted At

9-9 Mon.-Sat. 1-6 Sunday

Central Shopping Center

Fresh Lean
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Chuck
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lb.
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Japanese Nuclear Power Plant Practices Questioned
By MINORU INABA
Associated Press Writer
TOKYO ( AP) — Japan's 11
nuclear power plants are
mostly maintained by illtrained day laborers who
violate safety rules and underreport their exposure to radiation, says a Japanese journalist who worked in the
plants.
Freelance journalist Kunio
Hone also claims the utility
companies that own the plants
ignore or tolerate safety violations and use day laborers to
avoid paying benefits or
higher wages.

Hone worked for seven
months in three different
plants as a manual laborer,
one of thousands who drift
from plant to plant under subcontracts. He has written a
book about his experiences,
"Nuclear Gypsies."
The title comes from the
name given to job-hungry day
laborers who work at one
plant one day and another the
next.
Hone said he and his colleagues at one nuclear power
plant in the state of Fukui
were ordered to use a towel to
wipe radioactive water off

As Hone passed!he second were subcontracted to nuclear
monitor "safely," the man power plants in 1978. Utilities
smiled and said, "Now you kept only 782 — mostly
know better."
engineers and managers — on
In another incident describ- the regular payroll.
ed in the book, plant officials
More than 111,000 day
in charge of safety operations laborers have been used since
said nothing when a worker the first plant was built in
complained of the heat and 1966. The statistics say an
tore off his protective
.
, average
subcontracted
headgear.
worker received radiation
Many of the "nucl8ar gyp- twice as high as those on the
sies" falsify the level of radia- regular payroll.
tion they've received to please
Officials of Tokyo Electric
their employers and stay on Power Co. and the Ministry of
payroll, Hone wrote.
International Trade and InJapanese government dustry said it
was
statistics say 39,155 people uneconomical to hire all full-

reactor parts.
"It's an anachronism fur a
supposedly
ultra-modern
nuclear facility, isn't it?"
Horie asked in an Associated
Press interview.
In a plant in Fukushima
state, Hone wrote, he told one
of his colleagues that a
monitoring device showed he
had higher than allowed
radioactive contamination on
his boots.
The worker casually suggested Hone try a different
monitoring device, a
"generous" one that showed a
lower level.

tune employees.
They said nuclear plant
workers absorbed on the
average only 0.39 reins of
radiation in 1978, far lower
than the officially set limits of
5 rems for a year.
A rem is the unit of measure
for absorbed radiation in living tissue. A normal chest Xray produces between 0.02 and
0.03 rems. Scientists say the
average American absorbs
approximately 0.15 rems a
year from natural and manmade sources.
Toyozo Terashima, chief
researcher and vice director

Parker's Home Owned
And Operated
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
Breast-O-Chicken
lipht Chunk

Comm itte To Begin
Review Of 15 Projects

89c
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Save 36'
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Mix
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Save 25'
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Martha White Flap Stock
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New Size
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5.5 4/$1
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Save 20'
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
An eight-member committee
was to begin its review today
of 15 projects proposed for
financing under a new state
economic-development plan
approved by the 1980 General
Assembly.
The. plan is the cornerstone
of Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.'s
economic-development program, but it has brought opposition from businessmen in
six communities.
The program involves an expanded use of industrialrevenue bonds; as approved
by the legislature,the law permits local governments to sell
bonds to finance construction
of a variety of commercial
projects.
The interest rate on the
bonds would be several points
lower than that available from
commercial financial institutions because the bonds
are sold by government agencies and are tax exempt.
The savings would be passed along to the tenants, and
that is what businessmen in
some communities consider
unfair competition.
Businessmen in Winchester,
Cdlumbia,
Hopkinsville,
Paintsville, Prestonsburg and
Grayson have said they will
oppose revenue-bond financing for stores or shopping
centers proposed in their communities.
All but one of the centers
would include a K-Mart
department store. Other pro-

Jail Closing
Date Postponed
HARLAN (AP) — Harlan
County officials on Tuesday
were granted 20 more days
before the Harlan County Jail
must be closed. The county
had been ordered to evacuate
its prisoners by the state fire
marshal's office, which had
cited it for a fire code violation.
Harlan Circuit Court Judge
Sidney Douglas issued the
county a temporary stay of enforcement. Douglas said a
hearing would be held to
determine the status of the
facility. No hearing date has
been set.
Harlan County Attorney
Muroh Howard filed the petition requesting a delay in the
order.
Thirty-six inmates in the
Harlan facility recently signed a petition asking that they
not be transferred because
they felt " at home" in the
facility.
They said they could get
visitation rights with their
families at the Harlan jail,
whereas if they were sent to
another facility their relatives
would have a transportation
problem.

Corporation To
Close Mine

Rog. 2.29 Savo 111'

Cheerios
Cereal
29

of the National Institute of panies headed by Japan
Radiological Sciences, said, Atomic and was assured by of"Practically nothing is known ficials that his job was
about the effect of low-level radiation-free
radiation in humans, but we
He said his present ailments
have enough theoretical include leukemia, high blood
studies and animal tests to say pressure and hearing and
that it's negligible."
speaking difficulties, but that
Terashima conceded there no doctors except for a derwere no worthwhile medical matologist agree they were
studies of Japan's nuclear radiation-caused. The power
plant workers, but said, company argues that lwasa
"There are no radiation vic- was exposed to only 0.001 reins
tims among them."
of radiation.
The Labor Ministry has a
The dermatologist, Dr
the
viccompensation fund for
Minoru Tashiro of Osaka
tims of nuclear radiation. No University, said there was no
money has ever gone to doubt that Iwasa's skin burns
nuclear plant workers.
were caused by nuclear radiaKazuyuki I wasa, 57, a tion.
former Osaka City plumber,is
"I've seen many skin burn
the only citizen to have com- patients who were exposed to
plained officially that he excessive X-rays," he said.
became sick because of work- The doctor said lwasa wore a
ing at a nuclear power plant.
pocket monitoring device ablc
He told the AP that he to pick up gamma radiation.
received radiation burns on Skin burns are caused by beta
the skin inside his right knee rays, Tashiro said, adding
while at work in 1971 at a that later tests showed there
Fukui plant run by the Japan were strong beta rays where
Atomic Power Co.
the man worked.
lwasa said he was employed
Iwasa sued for damages in
by a subcontractor at the bot- 1979, but his suit is still pentom of a pyramid of corn- ding.

4 oz.

VIRGIE, Ky. (AP) — The'
Elkhorn division of Beth
Elkhorn Corp. announced
Tuesday it will close its No. 29
coal mine near Virgie at mid.
night Friday.
The company blamed the
shutdown on increased
operating costs and low demand for metallurgical coal.

posed projects include bank
and office buildings, a dinner
theater, a television studio,
restaurants and a skating
rink.
The legislature also
authorized an oversight committee to approve or disap- •
prove bond applications. It is
to review 15 projects worth
$39.6 million today and
Thursday. Other projects will
be reviewed-by the committee
in October.
Under the law, the committee can veto projects that do
not meet certain standards. It
must review the economic
need and soundness of each
project, whether it places an
"unjustified
competitive
disadvantage" on existing
businesses in the area, the
availability of conventional
financing and the project's
compatibility with the law.
Development
Deputy
Secretary Bruce Lunsford,
who chairs the committee, has
said that the process had adequate safeguards.
The projects are proposed
by private developers to city
or county governments. If
local governments approve,
the projects are reviewed by
the state bond oversight committee.
If they clear that hurdle,
local governments must adopt
an ordinance authorizing the
sale of the bonds, leading to
the judgment of the financial
market on whether the bonds
are sound.

DON'T
SELL YOUR

OLD
GOLD
AND

DIAMONDS
until you get our
prices. You can
1111La us to pay
the top CASH
prices.
WE GUARANTEE
THE TOP BID

HOURS
10-6 Mon. Thru Fri.
10-5 Sat.
MICHELSON'S.44:40.4

NNeW

\I

(

A.. Shoos, ^9
M.ena
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Deaths and Funerals
Mrs. Lena Key Dies
At The Age Of 100
At Local Hospital

Mrs. Robert Lamb, 'Buck' Buchanan Is
Former Resident, Dead At Age Of 68;
Dies At Mansfield Rites On Thursday

Mrs. Lena Key, 100 year old
resident of Murray Route 7,
died today at 1 a.m at the
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
Her husband, J. Oscar Key,
died Jan. 28, 1938. Born Oct.
19, 1879, in Calloway County,
she was the daughter -of the
late Bud Furches and Elsie
Hensley Furches.
Mrs. Key was a member of
the Sinking Spring Baptist
Church.
She is survived by four
daughters — Mrs. W. B.
)Corinne) Wilson, Murray
Route 7, Mrs. Rella Robinson,
Chesterton, Ind., Mrs. T. L.
Hortense ) Barnes, Tampa,
Fla., and Mrs. Martha Gough,
Colorado Springs, Colo.; one
son, James W. Key, Murray
Route 7.
Also surviving are eight
grandchildren; 12 great
grandchildren; and two great
great grandchildren.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home will be in charge of the
funeral and burial arrangements.

Albert 1 Buck i Buchanan of
Mrs. Robert M. t Adaltne E. I
Route Three was proMurray
Lamb, formerly of Murray,
dead on arrival at the
nounced
died Tuesday evening at the
Murray-Calloway County
General Hospital, Mansfield,
Hospital at 12:05 p.m. TuekOhio, after an illness of two
day . He had been stricken ill
months. She was 81 years of
while on a fishing trip.
'
age.
Mr. Buchanan, 68, was a
The deceased and her hus- veteran of World War II and a
band came to Murray to retired employee of the
reside in 1945 when Mr. Lamb Calloway
Road
County
was the first general manager Department. Born June 8,
of the Murray Tappan plant 1912, in Calloway County, he
started in Murray that year. was the son of Vinson
They resided here on North Crawford Buchanan and Mary:
16th Street for many years Jane Rowland Buchanan.
before moving back to
He is survived by his wife,
Mansfield,Ohio.
Mrs. Ruby Darnell Buchanan,
Mrs. Lamb was a charter to whom he was married on
member of the Central United April 16, 1938; one sister, Mrs.
Methodist Church, Mansfield, Beulah Drye, Louisville; one
n,
life member of the YWCA, brother, John Buchana
member of the Audubon Club, South Fifth Street, Murray.
One son, Coleman Vinson
former board member of the....
Salvation Army, member of Buchanan,died in 1921.
The funeral will be held
the Rotary Anns, and a gray
lady at the Mansfield General Thursday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Hospital.
Funeral Home with Henry
at
1898,
28,
Dec.
Born
Hargis officiating. Burial will
the
was
she
Mansfield,
in the Sinking Spring
follow
Benjamin
late
daughter of the
.
Cemetery
e
Catherin
Frank Ernst and
Friends may call at the
Ernst.
funeral home.
Survivors include her hustwo
band, Robert M. Lamb:
Paraguay sons, Robert M. Lamb, Jr.,
ASUNCION,
and John T. Lamb; one sister,
1 AP — Former Nicaraguan
President Anastasio Somoza, Mrs. Helen Bowden; and
The funeral for Mrs. Gertie
of
his driver and bodyguard seven grandchildren, all
Jones Wilkins, widow of
Ohio.
,
assassins
by
Mansfield
were killed today
Chester Wilkins, 1635 Miller
who blew apart his automobile
Private funeral services will Avenue, Murray, will be held
c
with explosives and automati
be held Thursday at 3 p.m. at Thursday at 2 p.m. at the
weapons fire, U.S. officials the Mansfield Memorial chapel of the Max Churchill
here reported.
Gardens with the Rev. Ray- Funeral Home with Harold IrAn Asuncion radio station mond Butler officiating. The vin officiating.
said a fourth person, uniden- Finefrock Funeral Home of
Burial will follow in the
tified, was also killed.
Mansfield, Ohio, is in chatge Murray City Cemetery.
Some reports, not confirmed
of the arrangeknents.1
- Friends may call at the
immediately, said the exiled
funeral home.
exthat
requests
family
The
three
by
leader was attacked
Mrs. Wilkins, 85, died Tuespressicas of sympathy take
men who fired a bazooka from
day at Lourdes Hospital,
conmemorial
of
form
the
as
a house in central Asuncion
Paducah.
Somoza's Mercedes-Benz tributions to the Mansfield
She is survived by two
,
Mansfield
Society,
Cancer
passed by Other reports said
s, Mrs. Wade Holley,
daughter
Ohio.
the assailants tossed bombs.
Puryear Tenn.,and Mrs. Bennie Jackson, Murray; one son,
Billy Wilkins, St. Louis, Mo.;
sister, Mrs. Toy Darnell,
Sedalia; seven grandchildren;
six great grandchildren.

Former President
Somoza Killed

CIRCUS COMING — Freddie, a black-maned Nubian
lion, rides on the back of its natural enemy, a huge Indian
elephant, during the performance of the Carson and Barnes Five-Ring Wild Animal Circus. The circus, sponsored
in Murray by the Murray Band Boosters, will perform at 2
p.m. and 4:30 p.m. Sunday, Sept. 28, on the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center grounds.

Murray Band Boosters
Sponsor Sept. 28 Circus

Funeral Thursday
For Mrs. Wilkins

. TillormillPr.:11Rn.119-A1FPw —cow

••
•

4

Stock Market
Prices of stocks of local Interest at 11
am.CST today furnished to The Murray
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan
Corp.,of Murray,

1979 LeMans
4 door, brown with beige interior, px.s., p.b., air, V-6,
auto trans. Approx. 27,000 miles.

“--,104.110_ $4,600.00
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
Keep That Great GM Feeling With Genuine GM Parts
753-2617

Q
CIEWOIAL

OM QUALITY
MUM
wars

GM

641 Sootto

-111-

Industrial Average
Air Products
American Motors •
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler
Ford Motor
G.A F
General Dynamics
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear
Gulf Oil
Hardees
Heublein
I.B.M
Jerico
K-mart
Kuhn's Big K
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Texaco
U.S. Tobacco
Wendy's.

4 5.89
501+1
64 one
405.+%
5311+4
2984-1-%
71711+2%
4+14,
564,
21-%
Vi+la
16% unc
WS unc
194%
31%+%
234sb,73%a
7255-4%,
no trade
30+5.
31 me
34'. unc
35% unc
195.b, 19%a

Barnes,
Carson and
America's largest wild animal
circus, will give two afternoon
performances on Sunday,
Sept. 24 The circus is sponsored 15 the Murray Band
Boosters as part of the drive to
help finance the band's trip to
the Macy's Thanksgiving Day
Parade.
The Lircus, tipich is the last
of the 'big traveling circuses,
will perform at 2 p.m. and 4:30
p.m. on the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center grounds on College
Farm Road.
Shows will go on at the same
time in all five rings. There
will be a live band, trapeze artists, clowns, and a show performed by the wild animals.
Tigers, hippos, lions, 25
elephants and other animals
will perform in a tent about
the size of a football field with
a seating capacity of 3,000.
Carson and Barnes Circus is
based in Hugo, Okla., and
owns and trains many animals
for smaller traveling shows.
Advance tickets are on sale
at both downtown banks,
Roses Department Store in the
Central Shopping Center, The
Stepladder ' in the Bel-Air
Center, WNBS Radio Station

downtown, and Big Mac's
Sporting Goods on South 12th
Street.
Adult tickets are $4.20 and
children's tickets are $2.10.
Tickets at the door will be
$5.25 for adults and $2.65 for
children.
"Not only is it less expensive for people to buy tickets
in advance rather than at the
door, the band gets a larger
share of the ticket price," Dr.
Arvin Crafton, co-president of
The Band Boosters said.
Crafton noted that one—half
of the adult ticket price and
one-fourth of the children's
ticket price goes to the band
on advance sales only. The
band receives only 10 percent
of the price on tickets sold at
the door.

state representational basis in proportion to the state's number of graduating
seniors; m addition, a number of
awards are offered to finalists from
schools in the District of Columbia, U.S.
independent schools enrolling students
from several states, U.S. commonwealths and territories, and
schools abroad that enroll US.citizens.
A selection committee of experienced
college admissions officers and secondary school counselors will convene
next January to choose these winners.
The selection process is a subjective
one in which each finalist's academic
record, self-description, achievements
outside the classroom, two sets of aptitude test scores, and the high school
principal's recommendation are
evaluated.
Winners of National Merit $1,000
Scholarships represent the finalists in
each state who are judged by the committee to best combine abilities and
personal qualities needed for success
during and after college. Most of the
$1,000 awards.are underwritten by corporate and business sponsors that also
finance four-year scholarships for
finalists who meet each grantor's
preferential criteria.

Corrections & Amplifications In the cutline under the picture for the engagement of
Miss Nix Ann Osbron and Kelly Stephen White that was
published on Tuesday the name of the groom-elect was
printed incorrectly.

Approximately 3,500 scholarships,
most of which are worth between $1,000
and $8,000 over four years of
undergraduate study, will be awarded
in 1981. Of these, 1,550 will be financed
by more than 400 corporations, company foundations, and business
organizations that designate the fouryear Merit Scholarships they support
for children of company employees, for
finalists from particular geographic
areas, or for those planningsareers a
sponsor wishes to encourage. An additional 1,950 four-year awards will be
underwritten by about 185 four-year
college and university sponsors for
finalists who wish to attend their institutions.
The names of Merit Scholarship winners will be released by NMSC next
April. The 1981 competition marks the
completion of 26 annual Merit Programs conducted by NMSC. In the 25
competitions between 1956 and 1980,
more than 63,250 students won Merit
Scholarships valued at about $175
million. Currently, more than 16,500
Merit Scholars are enrolled in about 700
Institutions of higher education
throughout the United States.

Nine bands will be marching for
ratings Thursday night, Sept. 18, when
the annual Region One Kentucky Marching Band Festival sponsored by the
Kentucky Music Educators Association
is held at Murray State University's
Roy Stewart Stadium.
Appearing at 10 minute intervals will
be the following bands:
7:10 p.m. — Heath High School,
Roger Hayes and Jim Hobby,directors.
7:20 p.m. — Mayfield High School,
Gerald Sleed and David Tucker, directors.
7:30 p.m. — Caldwell County High

NORTHSIDE
6-10 Mon.-Thurs.
6-12 Fri., 6-10 Sal.
Closed Sunday

SOUTHSIDE
7-10 Mon -Sot
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promptly any errors in
The Murray ledger & Times tries to correct
n appearing in news articles.
fact or clarify any misleading informatio
report an error or need for
That is the purpose of this column. To
clarification please call 753-1918.
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Five N
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School, George Stephens and Jeff
Clarke, directors.
7:40 p.m. — Reidland High School,
Tom Walker II, director.
7:50 p.m. — Ballard Memorial High
School, Bob Grisham,director.
8:00 p.m. — Lyon County High
School, Robert Kratz, director.
8:10 p.m. — Trigg County High
School, Alan Baker and Marsha Hartwein, directors.
8:20 p.m. — Lone Oak High School,
Gary Crisp,director.
8:30 p.m. — Murray High School,
Charles Cobb and Jim Wright, direc-

1
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Murray High Band To
Compete In Festival

Hog Market
Federal,State Market News Service
September 17, 1980
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes6 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 673 Est. 660 Barrows
Gilts $1 25 higher Sows $1 00-2 00 higher
$47 47 25 few 47.50
US 1-2 210-240 lbs
546.75-47.00
US 2 210-2501bs
545.75-46.75
lbs
240-260
2-3
US
US 2-4960-266 Itis
Sows
$39.00-40 00
US 1-2 270-350 ho
$3946-4i00
US 1-3 300-450 lbs
US 18 450-500 lbs 841.00-43.00 some M 00
US 1-3 500-6501bs 844.00-45.50 few 46.00
.838.00-39 00
US 2-3346-546 1 bs
Boars 32 00-34 00
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Five Non-Credit Courses Offered
For First Time By Murray State
Of the 72 non-credit s cial
chil write better and living
interest courses being fered
witbe law.
.
(Aired each fall and spring
at Murray State U ersity
this fall, five are beintloffer
seri-liter since 1975, the progratEides special courses
rig t
for the first time, acc
coor- fore nal enrichment as
Stan Key, the progra
dinator in the OfficeIgf Conwelch rofessional developferences and Co
urn
me'
Education.
Tare are no entrance reThe new courses, ring AO quigiments. No grades or exlength from five to soften sesaniaations are given, and the
sions, are: BeWthining
inslActors have special exastrology, canoe camping,
pertise in the subject matter,
floral design, helping your
coming from both on and off

1

HOW IT'S DONE — Andrea (Mrs. Ben) Hogancamp,
1 71 5 Plainview Drive, gets some help from instructor
Diane Rabatin during a crafts class during the noncredit, special interest program at Murray State University last spring.
With the exception of one, 22 of the fall classes will
open at the university on Oct. 6. They are sponsored
twice a year by the Office of Conferences and Continuing Education.

the campus.
The first classes in the fall
semester are scheduled to
begin Oct. 6, with exception of
the "publicity techniques for
the club officer" class.
Already under way, it is being
taught
by
Dr. Bob
McGaughey, chairman of the
Department of Journalism
and Radio/Television, and
Bob Valentine, an instructor
in speech and theater. The
five-session course ends Oct.
13.
In addition to the five firsttime courses, also being offered again are: Holiday
decorations for the home, how
to write and edit, marathon
running, prophets of the Old
Testament, securities and investing, training for effective
parenting and tole and
decorative painting.
Also, amateur radio license
(novice class), American collectibles and antiques, assertiveness for living, beginning
and advanced bridge, cake
decorating, disco and
ballroom dancing, genealogy,
and guitar.
The new astrology class, to
be taught by Lucy M. Wright
of the local Red Cross office,
has been designed to teach the
basic skills needed to cast a
Natal Chart. It runs for five
sessions, beginning Oct.6.
The canoe camping class, to
be taught by Bailey Gore, as
associate professor of recreation at the university, includes
14 hours of instruction in three
sessions, two of which will be
conducted at Kentucky Lake.
Olive Steele, who has been
associated with floral shops in
the area for several years,.will
teach the six-session floral
design class, beginning Sept.
29.
The session on "helping
your child write better" will
be taught by Charles Duke, as
associate professor of English

Your Key To Value
516 Main
Murray, Ky.
8:30 a.m.-6:00 p.m. Mon.-Thur.
8:30 a.m.-8:00 p.m. Fri.
8:30 a.m.-6:00 p.m. Sat.
COP Phone 753-6588

Attention Grain Farmers

at Murray State. It will begin'
Oct. 7 and continue for four
sessions.
Instructors for the new "living with the law" class will be
attorneys appearing as guest
speakers. Its seven sessions
begin Oct. 9 and continue
through Nov. 20.
A brochure listing and
describing all of the courses to
be offered may be obtained by
calling or writing the Office of
Conferences and Continuing
Education at the university.
The telephone number is (502
762-2716.
Advance registration, Key
emphasized, is required since
each course depends on a sufficient enrollment. "It is important for participants to preregister by Oct. 1 so that a
course is not cancelled in the
belief that there is insufficient
public interest," he said.
"Enrollment in most classes
is limited to a manageable
number, so early registration
is advised."
Participants may register
at the Office of Conferences
and Continuing Education, 3rd
Floor, Sparks Hall, from 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Mondays
through Fridays, Key said.

Ad Called Mistake
By Newspaper Head
BROOKLINE, Mass. (AP)
— In the latest issue of a
Jewish weekly newspaper
there are many advertisements wishing readers a
Happy New Year for Rosh
Hashana, but only one wishing
them a Happy Passover —
which falls in the spring.
That lone ad is sponsored
arid signed by Gov. Edward J.
King.
"It was a mistake,"
lamented James Kahn, editor
and publisher of the Jewish
Times.

(A B.C. Christopher & Co. Operation)

Is Now Receiving
Corn & Soybeans
At Calvert City, Ky.
(At The Bailey Elevator)

For Cash Or Contract Prices
Call
Ky. Farmers-Toll Free
1-800-592-3465
Locals Call - 395-8321
Your Business Will Be Appreciated
at

Calved City Grain
Warheouse Co.
Gary Williams, Manager
"Settlement Made For Grain On Customers Request"

N"T rder
Catalog
&
Order
Save
Plan
/\

Pick up your free New
FALL and WINTER CATALOG
at your nearest Fred's store.

• Listed below are national

Your Key To Value

COP offers more variety than
ever before at discount prices
and NO HANDLING CHARGES.

Calvert City Grain
and Warehouse Co.

Brands
Name
know and trust

you
available through Fred's
Catalog Order Plan
0Samsonite'

HOW TO ORDER
Order direct from Catalog
Order Plan ads by phone
or at the Catalog Desk
(in your nearest Fred's
store).

Dan River

010-Meas
CLAIROL

C-77.1=4,
Black a Decker.

NORTHERN

Phone In
Your Order
For Cop Phone tr's
See Catalog
Index Pages

add ill

-mstrong

Aloreko
TIMEX

master charge

at.
kemington,

We Help You Stay Ahead

1 CI L.A
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Following Seven-Month Railway Strike

Sledgehammers Are Music To His Ears

ART GUILD SPEAKER — Clara Eagle, retired chairman of the Murray State University
art department, spoke Saturday to the Murray Art Guild on "Arts and Crafts and the
Market Place." Miss Eagle retired in 1973 after 25 years as chairman of the MSU department. Following her presentation, she was presented an honorary membership to the
Guild.

THE ACESk
"Everything has its beauty, but not everyone sees
it."—Confucius

Pass

IRA G CORN, JR
Pass

Pass

EEO Urges Adoption
Of Shorter
Work Week Policy

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission is urging
If East leads a heart, he sur- the adoption of shorter work
Seattle
the
Hal Keller of
renders a ruff and discard weeks as an alternative to
Mariners provides this gem
and if he leads a diamond he "last-hired, first-fired" layoff
the
in
played
of a hand
gives up a free finesse
policies that often are
Regional
recent Seattle
discriminatory.
of
Director
As
Tournament.
The federal agency, which
Player Development. Hal
Bid with Corn
monitors job discrimination
has a good eye for young
players. And as you will see.
violations under the Civil
South holds 9-17-B
,that same eye also works
Rights Act, wants employers
for unusual bridge hands.
unions "to make serious
and
•A J 9 7 6 5
At most tables. West's
voluntary efforts to find alter•A6
nine card suit prompted a
natives" to a layoff system
•K 8 6 5
hefty preempt but North*5
based on seniority. The EEOC
South had too much to play
says the system usually has a
for penalties. Six spades North South
"disproportionately harsh"
I•
1•
was a ty.pical contract and
impact on minorities and
5•
with varied results.
women who joined companies
At the spade slam.
ANSWER: Seven spades. A in recent years under affirdummy's club ace won the
have more than mative action plans and hold
opening lead and a club was big favorite to
enough tricks to score the low seniority.
ruffed. The ace and king of
grand slam
spades came next and a low
CHICKENS
diamond went to East's nine
Chickens were raised and
and South's king. Declarer
Send bridge questions to The Aces.
then carshed the heart ace PO Box 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225, bred for meat and eggs in
and most Wests followed wIth self-addressed stamped envelope China as early as 1,400 B. C.
small A heart to West's for reply
king now demolished the
defense. West was forced to
lead a club for a ruff and
discard and declarer could
pitch one diamond on that
trick, and another on
dummy's heart queen -Frances Drake
making six spades.
FOR THURSDAY,SEPTEMBER 18, 1980
West can avoid the end
play if he throws his heart
What kind of day will tomor- through a work project. You
king under declarer's ace.
may get careless concerning a
row
be? To find out what the
But it will do no good - it
detail or make a mistake.
the
forecast
read
stars
say,
merely transfers the end
Watch p.m. indecisiveness.
given for your birth Sign.
play over to East. Declarer
VIRGO
cashing
by
counters
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
ARIES
and
dummy's heart queen
Despite some reservations,
41: t
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) 198
ruffing a heart and now its
Don't let impatience cause you may take a chance in
East's turn to sweat_
you to act without sufficient romance. A phone call or short
With both hearts and forethought. A close ally may
visit is in order. Watch your
from
clubs eliminated
be reluctant to go along with spending.
dummy.
and
declarer's hand
LIBRA
your plan.
declarer gives up a diamond
23 to Oct. 22) —
TAURUS
trapped.
is
East
to East and
The p.m. is your best bet for
Apr. 20 to May 20) tiki;7
You may be in the mood for a shopping tour. Watch minor
domestic misunderstandings.
travel, but there are certain
9-17-A
NORTH
domestic and work respon- Family members deserve con4KQ2
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•Q 9 2
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• EAST
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•J109543
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speech during the p.m.
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CANCER
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Financial plans are subject
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(June 21 toJuly 22) 18(
•A6
to change. Avoid arguments
A loved one may be feeling
•K 8 6 5
with a friend about money.
neglected. Why not spend a
5
You work best from the
night on the town together. Do
sidelines. Be discreet.
Vulnerable North-South. your best to be considerate of
CAPRICORN
others'feelings.
Dealer West The bidding:
( Dec.22 to Jan. 19) V
LEO
Plans are unsettled in the
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
South
West - North East
a.m. Don't Lake things for
Be careful not to rush
AI Pass 6•
5 41i
granted re a business situation. The p.m. brings an active
social life.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Playing your cards close to
your chest brings advantages
careerwise, but be less
secretive with close ones. Stay
away from gossip.
PISCES
.
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) XQ
There may be some changes
in a trip, but the p.m. finds you
raring to go. Avoid arguments
with friends and close ones
about-finances.
YOU BORN TODAY have
about your children's future. administrative ability and
With the Woodmen you can
may be drawn to law, politics,
provide an education or a
religion and public service.
You thrive in large enternest egg and even a
prises, but a self-critical atnationally famous youth
titude can cause you to belittle
program. Let's talk, about
your talents. When you lose
your children's needs.
yourself in a cause, you are at
BITTY L. BAKER
3rd 11) Maple, Murray. Ky.,
your best. You are conWoodman Building
7 -4377 Office 753-7320 Horn*
servative in outlook, but may
also have creative ability. You
can succeed in writing, poetry
and theater. You, have a
flume interest in the general
oioNlf Of Ill I
welfare, but... at times, can
withdraw into yourself. BirThe FAMILY Fraternity
thdate of: Greta Garbo, actress; Rossano Brazzi, octor.
Opening lead: Club king

returned to their jobs June 13.
All would have been recalled,
Wildman said, but for the
slowdown throughout the rail
industry. Part of the company's operation was moved
to other Evans plants during
the strike.
"This is not an intentional
hold off of work — the
economy does not allow having all the people back," he
said. "The Russian grain embargo affected us,too."
The Washington plant
dismantles old railroad cars
and builds covered grain hopper cars.
"This looked like 'Fort
Evans' for awhile," Wildman
said. Office windows were
boarded up after a bomb
blasted out the front door in
April.
Thirty-six strike-related
cases — all misdemeanors —
have been venued to Martin
Circuit Court, and 20 to 25 are
still pending in Daviess County. Three security guards
were injured in April when the
office was bombed. Mayor Leo
Sullivan's home was the
target of a fire bomb hours
later.
"Time heals," Sullivan said.
"I can forgive and forget."
Wildman is concentrating
efforts on maintaining communication between union and
management.
"We're going to great

By ANNE FITZ HENRY
The Sunday Evansville
Courier & Press
WASHINGTON, bid. i AP I
— The constant ringing of
sledgehammers is enough to
grate on anyone's nerves.
But it's music to John
Wildman's ears.
Wildman is manager of
Evans Railcar Co., a plant
once plagued by a sevenmonth,often violent strike.
the
of
Members
Brotherhood of Railway
Carmen struck the plant last
November when their contract expired. Strikers returned to work three months ago,
but not before Evans officials
agreed to amnesty from all
civil charges for all strikers.
The bitter strike in this quiet
community of 12,000 was
marked by bombings,
shootings and rock-throwing.
Evans officials in May announced they would close the
plant unless union members
accepted a final offer.
Civic leaders in June
boosted morale with a "We're
Proud of Washington" parade.
It's still not quite business
as usual at Evans, but it's "a
hell of a good feeling,"
Wildman said.
He prefers not to dwell on
the strike; he is looking ahead
to the day when all 362 union
members can return to work.
Wildman said 170 employees

Your Individual
Horoscope
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Boston Students Live
In Parking Lot Corner
Until Dorm Completion

qt

Keying with friends.
NEWTON, Mass. (AP) -Though he enjbys the attenFrank
and
Coughlin
Jack
tion, Smyth, 19, of Ridgewood,
second
their
Sitnyth, starting
N.J. apparently is losing paweek as juniors at Boston Colwith the makeshift actience
lege, have gotten only as far
commodations.
as the parking lot.
"The first four days were a
"Keg comer," their temlot of fun," he said. "Now the
porary borne while a new dorglory of it is kind of gone. We
mitory is being completed,
need a place to settle.
consists of a pickup truck"We're not sure if we should
camper, a van and a space in
cry and sulk, or laugh about
between.
it."
"It's like a resort," says
Couglin, 19, of Middletown,
The Third French Republic
Conn. "People really cannot was proclaimed following the
believe we're doing this."
capture of Napoleon III during
Coughlin and Smyth signed the Franco-Prussian War in
a residents' agreement with 1870. With the fall of the empire
of naBoston College last spring, in France, a government conattempted to
agreeing to find their own tional defense
tinue the war with Germany,
housing until a dorm — which but France was forced to cacombe
to
was scheduled
pitulate a year later. The Third
pleted Sept. 1 — is ready for Republic formally was inthem.
augurated by decree in
Another 120 students in the January of 1875, and the repubsame predicament have lic was organized under the
rented hotel rooms or are Constitution of 1875.
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Ft. Wayne plans to move in by
the end of October.
Sullivan said 50 to 75 people
Would be employed when
operations begin, and the
plant may eventually employ
200-250 people.

Ground was broken last
week for a new McDonald's
restaurant east of the city.
Mayor Sullivan said Tokheim
electronics
Corp., an
assembly company based in

dollar days

np
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C0111111L1111C8-

lengt' 3 to keep
lions open — to keep the plant
operating with the right
outlook," he Said. "In my opinion, the outlook in the plant is
very good. It appears the
working relajionships are better than we could have expected. It's just as good, if not
better."
Wildman attributes that to
"the serious efforts of
everybody concerned."
"The salaried people made
one big effort to make it go.
That's proof more than ever
that the serious trouble was
caused by a small minority."
Seven supervisory personnel resigned or were
the
transferred from
Washington plant. Shotgun
blasts were fired into the
homes of several supervisors.
"I'm sure we'll be scrutinized carefully until we've proven successfully we are going
to keep operating," Wildman
said.
The new contract gave
members approximately a 30
percent wage increase over
the next three years, Wildman
said.
"Probably the people that
were not that satisfied with
the contract are big enough
with what they have," he said.
The strike apparently didn't
keep new businesses from
locating in Washington.
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Wants To Trace Roots Further

HEALTH

Genealogist Not To Quit After 900 Years
By MIKE HALL
Owensboro MessengerInquirer
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) —
Mary Rose Merritt has traced
her ancestors back almost 900
years — but still isn't
satisfied.
Any genealogist never
quits," she said.
Mrs. Merritt, who lives in
rural Philpot, was one of about
100 persons who participated
in a weekend genealogical
seminar and book fair at
Apollo High School in
Owensboro.
Not all of the members of
the West-Central Kentucky
Family Research Association
that sponsored the seminar
have learned as much about
their families as Mrs. Merritt
has.
In seven years of researching her roots, Mrs. Merritt
has come up with ancestors
who were royalty in England,
fought in the Civil War, and
signed the Declaration of Independence.
"There's a pride in knowing
where you came from," she
said. Most of her ancestors,
she added, were hard-working
farmers.
Her interest in genealogy
came while she was still a
teenager. At that time her
grandmother told her how the
blue blood of royalty runs in
the family. But Mrs. Merritt
didn't think to write down
specific names before her
grandmother died.
Some years later her interest in tracing the family
tree peaked again. She was interested in stamp collecting
and a friend gave her a letter
with an old stamp on it. Coincidentally, the letter was written about her great-greatgreat grandfather.

When 1 got it, I wanted to
know more about him," she
said.
And so started the
"endless" search through
cemetary plots, wills, birth
•and death certificates, old
newspaper articles, census
records, deeds, marriage
licenses, tax records, pension
data and war files.
The task was not an easy
one.
"It took me three years to
find out who my greatgrandmother was,
"she said.
Early census trrrns,
'uss she
said, were either
ing or
incomplete. When an ancestor
moved out of the area, it
became more difficult to
locate his records. There also
was an enormous amount of
history needed to piece the
puzzle together.
"You have to know the
history of your different coun-

tries and states in order to get
what you want," she said.

descen nt known as John of
Haywo s castle. The name
Haywqtd, which then meant
knoll was tacked on as a last
name used by the royal
descendants.
Mrs. Merritt's royal
ancestors have included
Prince Edward Hayword,
duke of Norfolk, England; and
Sir Francis Hayword, a knight
or duke of Effingham,
England.
She also said that two of
Henry the VIII's wives were
related to her. Roth were
beheaded when neither could
provide Henry with a son.
Mrs. Merritt said she wrote
a letter to the Duke of Norfolk
to learn if she had any family
ties to royalty. Through the
duke's secretary, she learned
about books she could check
into. And she later verified the
connection.
When the Hayworcis came to
America, the surname
became Howard, Mrs. Merritt
said. The family members settled in the Carolina and
Virginia.
Mark Howard was the first
of his family to arrive in Kentucky. He settled in Daviess
County in 1804,in the area now
known as Red Hill.
Mrs. Merritt's research has
revealed that 13 descendants
were soldiers in the Revolutionary War. She's also found
family ties to Richard Henry
Lee and Francis Lightfoot
Lee, signers of the Declaration of Independence.
During the Civil War most of
her relatives were sympathizers of the South. One
descendant, Anderson
Johnson,lost a leg in the war.

The research was made
easier,she said, after she joined the West-Central Kentucky
Family Research Association
in the late 1960s. The
genealogists in that group are
more than happy to exchange
information,she said.
Now Mrs. Merritt claims to
have traced her father's
maternal side back to 1090 in
England. Her father's paternal side has been traced to
1795; her mother's maternal
side goes back to 1732; and her
mother's paternal side was
researched to 1720.
The earliest relative she's
found was known simply as
Fulco. He was born in 1090,
before surnames were common. He also was of royal
blood.
Eventually Fulco had a

Board Proposes Change

WASHINGTON (AP) — A ticket, the reservation should
passenger with an airline be considered confirmed even
ticket in his hand should be if it is not in the electronic
considered to hold a valid system.
reservation, says the Civil
Aeronautics Board, which is
proposing a change in the
reservation rule.
The board said Monday the
present tariff rule is vague,
ambiguous and should be
WASHINGTON (AP) — One
rewritten to reflect more worker in seven collects
clearly an airline's obligation nothing more from Social
in the matter. Most carriers Security than the $255 lumpnow consider a reservation sum death benefit, according
valid only when the space has to a General Accounting Ofbeen confirmed to the fice study.
passenger and the transaction
The other six or their surrecorded in the carrier's elec- vivors get back more — in
tronic reservation system. most cases, far more — than
The CAB contends that when a they paid in Social Security
passenger has obtained a taxes, reports the GAO, Congress: investigative arm. Its
study on the death benefit says
Social Security has paid more
than $6 billion in such benefits
since 1940. Social Security
DRUG ABUSE
spokesman Jim Brown noted
that those who collect nothing
a health column from the
but the death benefit also were
Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration
insured against disability and
U.S. Department of Health. Education, and Welfare
toward retirement. "If a perFor Parents Only
WOMEN
Son doesn't collect, he doesn't
(Marijuana's Effect on the
Information about the reproHormonal and Reproductive
need it," said Brown. "That's
ductive effects of marijuana on
System)
the whole idea of social inwomen is scarce; marijuana
surance."
research on women of childbearMEN
ing age is not permitted because
A few studies of adult males
of possible reproductive risks.
have found that chronic marijuaBut one recent study of marijuana users had lower levels ot
na use and human female endotestosterone (the principal male
crine
functioning with 26 women
sex hormone) than nonusers, and
using
street marijuana for 6
that abstention from marijuana
months or more found they had
after heavy use produced a
defective menstrual cycles three
reversal of this condition, Other
times more frequently than a
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
research has shown that the
similar group of nonusers. These
Four beds have been added to
sperm count in young adult males
defective cycles involved either a
diminishes as marijuana use
the University of Kentucky
failure to ovulate or a shortened
increases. Still other studies have
Medical Center's neonatal inperiod of fertility in women.
shown that some of the sperm of
tensive care unit for
Many female animal studies have
chrome marijuana users are
been completed and show that
prematurely born infants.
defective and nonfunctional. On
marijuana influences levels of
That brought the unit's total
the basis of these findings, scienestrogen, the principal female sex
of beds to 35 and four more
tists feel that those with marginal
hormone, and progesterone,
fertility or endocrine functioning
beds will be added as soon as a
another reproductive hormone,
should avoid marijuana. In addiqualified nursing staff is
as
well as the growth hormone
tion, marijuana has been shown
recruited, according to a UK
from the pituitay. These studies
to affect the growth hormone
suggest that heavy use should be
statement.
from the pituitary. These finding
avoided
by
the
physically and
Construction has begun on a
indicate that marijuana may be
sexually developing adolescent
panicularly harmful during ado$1.1 million unit to consolidate
girl.
lescence, a period of rapid physiall the hospital's neonatal
cal and sexual development.
NIDA 0880
facilities,the statement said.

One In Seven
Collects Lump-sum
From Social Security

l'hrough her digging, Mrs
Merritt also learned how
Tabatha was a common girl's
name in her family during the
1700s: how a woman relative
once carried her baby from
North Carolina to Kentucky on
horseback; and how her greatgrandparents were married in
Bloomington, Ind.
Her biggest thrill in all of
this, she said, was locating a
copy of a note her greatgrandparents wrote giving
permission for their child to
get married.
"It was a thrill to know that
my great-grandparents had
signed their name on this
piece of paper and that I was
holding it."
Through
the
family
research association, Mrs.
Merritt also has found out that
in one way or another, she is
related to about 50 of the more
than 1,200 who have joined the
association.
She said anyone who wants
to trace his family tree should
come into the effort with a
willingness to help other
genealogists, a good deal of
patience, and a suspicion
toward the obvious.

Healing an ulcer
Lawrence E. Lamb.M.D.
DEAR DR LAMB — Can
you tell me something about
duodenal ulcers? Are they
recurring and what can happen if they do not heal

Proposal For
Benefits To
Hostages Rejected
•

•

kr.

-

Senate has rejected a proposal
to pay special benefits to the
American hostages held in
Iran since November 1979.
Opponents of the amendment to the annual Foreign
Service Act said the benefits
should be considered in a
separate bill on the hostages
that is pending in the Senate
Finance Committee. Some opponents of the amendment —
sponsored by Sen. Jesse
Helms, R-N.C. — also felt proposed retirement benefits for
the hostages, which exceeded
those granted to prisoners of
war, were too generous. After
rejecting the hostage provision, the Senate passed the bill
itself and sent it on to the
House.

Charge Taken To Court
TEL AVIV, Israel (API -An Israeli woman has gone to
court claiming she was refused a government position
because she was a woman.
Aviva Keinar, a Mideast
specialist, told a labor
disputes court she was refused
a senior post in the government's Arab Affairs Division
even though she was the only

applicant. She quoted a letter
to her from a superior official
saying "a considerable portion of the Arab public would
look unfavorably on conducting official business with a
woman."
The government did not
deny the charge, but insisted it
was entitled to refuse Ms.
Keinar the post.

completely? My wife has
some pain that comes and
goes She went to the doctor
and found out that she had a
duodenal ulcer He gave her
sonic pills and told her that
she would always have problems because of her personality. She worries a lot. She took
the pills for the prescribed
period of time and they helped
a little. She didn't change her
diet other than drinking
decaffeinated coffee No tea
and no soft drinks. Her doctor
told her that special diets
helped very little and she still
drank alcoholic beverages
When I asked her to go back
to her doctor to get some
more pills, she said there isn't
any sense in it. that they're
only masking her problem.
A fellow I work with had a
duodenal ulcer and his first
treatment didn't work Then
the doctor put him on a bland
diet for eight weeks plus no
alcoholic beverages The second treatment completely
healed his ulcers and he says
he never felt better.
Upon finding the ulcer, my
wife's doctor told her that she
was fortunate because this
type of ulcer is not cancerous.
From what I've read, any
ulcer can lead to cancer.
Please give me some information so I can help her. I'm
really worried about it.
DEAR READER - I'll
assume that the diagnosis is
correct — that your wife does
have a duodenal ulcer based
on her doctor's studies. Yes,
ulcers do tend to recur and
while it's perfectly true that
some aspects of diet are not
as important apparently as
they were once thought to be,
that doesn't mean that you
can eat and drink anything
you want to and heal your
ulcer
Your wife's first mistake

was in drinking decaffeinated
coffee Even the decaffeinated form of coffee does stimulate the formation of
increased amounts of acid
digestive juices in the stomach. So she should stop decaffeinated coffee as well as regular coffee. It's also wise not
to drink tea, colas or use chocolate'
Now I'm sure her doctor did
not mean that it was all right
for her to drink alcoholic.
beverages. Alcohol is a strong
stimulant to the production of
increased stomach acids Physicians do not recommend
alcohol for people who have
ulcers
I'm sending you The Health
Letter number 15-10, Understanding Ulcers and Acidity
It will explain in greater
detail what you need to know
about ulcers Life -style is
important in promoting the
healing of an ulcer, although
it's debatable whether there is
such a thing as a real ulcer
personality. Other readers
who want this issue can send
75 cents with a long, stamped.
self-addressed envelope for it.
Send your request to me, in
care of this newspaper, P.O.
Box 1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019
The danger of an unhealed
duodenal ulcer is that it will
produce enough scarring and
damage to cause an obstruction at the outlet of the stomach. Or it can perforate or it
can bleed.
Duodenal ulcers do not
become cancers. There is a
controversy about the relationship between stomach
ulcers (not duodenal) and
cancer. Part of the problem
stems from the fact that the
stomach cancer may develop
an ulcer on its surface, causing some confusion.
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College Of Humanistic Studies Has New Faces
ouster's and doctorate from
A new assistant dean, two
Columbia University in New
history teacheet, a visiting
York.
lecturer in poetry and a
Jensen comes to the Murray
teacher of fiction writing
make up the new faces in the campus from Brigham Young
University, Salt Lake City,
College of Humanistic Studies
Utah, where he has been for
at Murray State University for
the past two years. Last year,
the 1900-81 school year.
he also was involved in a
Named assistant to Dean
Kenneth Harrell has been Dr. special research project in
Michael Cohen, an associate early modern French history.
Jensen received his
professor of English and a
member of the faculty since undergraduate degree with
1976. He holdS a doctoral --honors in 1964 from the
degree from the University of University of Utah, and in 1965
was awarded a master's
Arizona.
The two new history
teachers are Dr. Charlotte
-41910111111211/94,
Or"-

degree at the University of
Virginia. He earned his doctorate at the University of
Chicago in 1974, and has done
post-doctoral work at Yale
University, New Haven,Conn.
He will be teaching world
civilization and early modern
French history at Murray
State, and is on a one-year
faculty appointment.
Jarman will be teaching
poetry writing in the Department of English. A native of
Portland, Ore., he comes to
the campus from the Universi-

—
— Dr.('. Russell Jensen

ty of California at Irvine
where he also was a visiting
lecturer.
his
He
earned
undergraduate degree in 1974
at the University of California
at Santa Cruz and in 1976 was
awarded a master's degree in
fine arts by the University of
Iowa.
Miss Durhan, the fiction
writing teacher, comes to the
campus from Geneseo, New
York, where she was a visiting
professor of English at the
State University of New York.

Mark Jarman

This past summer, she has
been the writer-in-residence in
the Rochester, N. Y., city
schools' "Women in
Literature" progiam.
her
earned
She
undergraduate degree
English at the University of
North Carolina at Greensboro,
and a master's degree in
creative writing at the University of Iowa's Writers'
Workshop, and where she
taught composition and
speech in the rhetoric program.
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Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Morris toeger & %MI by
5:30 p.m. Monday-Friday or by
3:30 p.m. Saturdays are urged
to call 753-1916 between 530 p.m.
see h p.m., Needs? Aro* friday, or
3:30 p.m. ome 4p... Snidest
A circulation department employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
of your newspaper. Calls must
be placed bylu p.m. weekdays or.
4 p.m. Saturdays- to guarantee
delivery.
The regular business office
hours of The Norm leder & Timesore
4.. h 5 p.m., Monday
through Friday and I au le Nee..
Saturdays
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Dr.Charlotte Beahan
degree from Michigan State
State University and both her
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Dr. David B. Reister, Oak
Ridge, Tenn.. will be the principal speaker Tuesday,'Sept.
23, for the annual fall Sigma
Xi lecture at Murray State
University.
The lecture, entitled "Is
Zero Energy Growth Possible?", is scheduled for 7:30
p.m. in the auditorium of
Mason Hall, the nursing
building, 14th and Payne
Streets. It is free and open to
the public.
Sigma Xi is an international
society dedicated to the promotion of pure and applied
scientific research.
Reister, who holds three
degrees from the University of
California at Berkley, is with
Oak Ridge Associated Universities.
In his lecture, he contends
that zero energy growth is
possible and points out that
three factors determine
energy demand - labor, productivity and conservation.
In a country where labor is
growing slowly, the growth
rate in energy demand is
determined by a trade-off
between productivity and conservation, he says, and that
during the transition from current finite energy sources to
sustainable energy sources,
zero energy growth is possible.

CELERY

• or

Beahan and Dr. C. Russell
Jensen. The visiting lecturer
in poetry is Mark Jarman,
while the fiction writing
teacher is Rosa P. Durhan.
Dr. Beahan, who has been
teaching at Wichita State
University in Kansas since
1973, will be teaching world
civilization and Asian and
China history.
The mother of two children,
she holds a bachelor of arts
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Drive Initiated To Save University's Film Festival
A fund-raising drive has
been initiated in an effort to
save the International Film
festival at Murray State
University from extinction.
Helen Roulston, assistant
professor of English, said people from both on and off the
campus are being asked to
support the program of film
classics, which has been sponsored primarily by the Kentucky Humanities Council
(KHC)for the past two years.
She explained that the KHC

has a policy against funding
projects more than a year or
two. Instead, it takes the position that it provides "seed"
money to start projects, with
continuation financing to be
provided by local organizations.
The International Film
Festival at Murray State in
1978-79 and 1979-80 consisted of
eight films from different
countries each year. No admission was charged.
The best known of American

films shown was "Citizen
Kane." Among the more prominent foreign directors
whose work was seen by audiences were'Fredric° Fellini
of Italy and Ingmar Bergman
of Sweden.
Mrs. Roulston said her first
effort to get funding for the
series was the university
itself. However, recent
notification of a cutback of
almost $1.8 million in state appropriation to Murray State
eliminated the possibility of

monetary university support.
She added that it would be
impractical to have a
subscription series or to
charge admission to the films.
A subscription series would
limit the audience to people
who paid in advance, which
might eliminate some
students who could not afford
a season ticket, she noted.
Charging admission is out of
the question, she continued,
because many 16 mm film
companies increase the rental

do not want to impose an off,
campus advertising restriction."
In her effort to see the program continued, Mrs.
Roulston has set up a fund to
support it under the auspices
of the Murray State University Foundation. She said any
interested person or group
from on or off the campus can
contribute any amount, big or
little.
The tax-deductible contributions should be sent to: Helen

rate drastically when an admission fee is charged. In addition, she said a film could
not be advertised legally offcampus if admission is charged because it would be competing with local commercial
theaters.
"Our desire is to make these
films available for the enjoyment of anyone who wishes to
see them," she pointed out.
"We want people in the audience from both the campus
and the local community so we

Roulston, Department of
English, Faculty Hall, Murray
Slate University, Murray,
Ky., 42071. Checks should be
made out to Murray State
University Foundation and
designated for the International Film Festival. Receipts
will be furnished upon request.
Additional information may
be obtained by calling Mrs.
Roulston at 762-2315 on the
campus or 753-6590 at her
home.

•
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since 1962. Since that time, she
has held positions on COMMISsions not only in Georgia, but
also in the southeastern region
and on the national level.
Mrs. Long began her work
with the National Mental
Health Association as a
member of the board of directors in 1973. She has also served as a regional vice president; vice-president for program; and as a member of the
executive committee. While
serving as vice president for
program in 1977, Mrs. Long
also served as a member of
the President's Commission
on Mental Health.
Mrs. Long holds a bachelor
of science in chemistry and
zoology from the University of
Georgia and two master's
degrees from the University of
North Carolina in public
health and one from the
University of Georgia in
psychology.
The annual meeting will be
held Thursday, Sept. 18, in the
commons area of the Mayfield
High School beginning at 7
p.m. Tickets for the banquet
and meeting are $6 and may
be purchased at the door. The
public is invited to attend.

Big Jolts Saw Tender

12 Oz

PORK CUTLETS

.
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Set Today!

fl

SAVE
OVER

Demise,1b1141 (FREE now( T.•

6****** Pak

Beverly Benson Long, national president of the Mental
Health Association, will be the
featured speaker at the 1980
Annual Meeting of the
Western Kentucky Regional
Mental Health-Mental Retardation Board, Inc., in
Paducah.
Mrs. Long, a native of
Georgia, has been actively involved in the mental health
and mental retardation field
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It would be ideal, Mrs.
Roulston said, if the MSU
Film Foundation Fund could
be made an on-going one sustained year after year by annual or more frequent contributions. In this way, she
noted that the Internationa;
Film Festival can become a
permanent part of Murray,
the surrounding communities,
and Murray State.
Evidence that the program
is widely supported on the
_ampus was provided by Paty Cambron, a student who in
about four days acquired
almost 500 signatures of faculty, staff and students on a petition favoring university funding for the film series.
Although the budget cut
eliminated monetary university suPport as a possibility,
Mrs. Roulston said several
people in the administration
have indicated a strong inwrest in finding a way to continue the program.
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The Paris Chapter National
Secretaries Association
( International) will conduct
its sixth annual seminar.
"Traveling The Road To Success," Saturday, Sept. 20, at
Paris Landing Inn.
Registration will begin at
8:30 a.m. Seminar hours are 9
a.m. to 2 p.m. The registration
fee of $20.00 will cover the
seminar, CEU credit, coffee
break, lunch and entertainment.
The seminar will cover such
topics as Attitudes, Motivation, Success Habits, And How
To Develop Self Esteem.
Seminar leader will be James
Calder, president of Share,
Inc., a subsidiary of
Southwestern of Nashville.
Exhibitors will be present to
show up-to-date equipment
and office supplies.
Registration should be Tailed to Mrs. Nancy D. Moore,
302 Greenwood 1)1-., Paris, TN
38242 with checks payable to
Paris Chapter NSA. The
seminar is open to all office
personnel
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Free Adult Reading
Program Available At
Local Methodist Church
materials will be turrighed.
To be eligible, a student
ple in Murray and Calloway must be someone who cannot
County this fall on Tuesday read or who has difficulty
and Thursday evenings at the reading and who is 16 years of
First United
Methodist age or older and not enrolled
Church in Murray.
in a public school.
Sponsored by Murray State
Tutors must be 18 years of
University, the Murray city age or older and have either a
schools, and the Adult Basic high school diploma or
- Education Unit of the Ken- equivalency. They must also
tucky Department of Educa- 'be willing to attend a training
tion, classes will begin Sept. 30 session from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m
and continue through Nov. 20. on Thursday, Sept. 25, at the
They will meet from 6 to 8:30 First United Methodist Churp.m.
ch.
Chuck Guthrie, director of
Anyone who would like tol
the Adult Learning Center at enroll in the program or
Murray State, said the 'pro- volunteer as a tutor should
gram will be hrnited to 10 call or visit the Adult Learning
students and that a volunteer Center in Room 206 of Roy
tutor will be assigned to each Stewart Stadium (telephone
student. All books and 762-69711.

I J. FOR RESULTS 4110
27Nake

A free adult reading program will be available to peo-

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACRCICS
1 Skill
4 Prophet
8 European
12 Preposition
13 Heraldic
bearing
14 Unlock
15 Devoured
16 Avowed
18 Harvests
20 Obtans
21 Dow). Prefix
22 Weight of
India
2311* Occident
27 Pronoun
29 Ethiopian
the
30 Cherscal
compound
31 Pad notice
32 Stitch
33 Butler vetch
34 Tantalum
symbol
35 Inas
37 Nahoor
sheep
38 Beam
39 German Ostnct
40 German

spa
41 Pronoun
42 Assistant
44 Seellows
47 Gaily
51 River island
52 Comfort
53 Paw 54 Golf mound
55 irritated
56 Ogles
57 Sixth Wee.
(Abbr.)
XYWN
1 Al a distance

2 Repetition
3 Walks On
4 Soaks up
5 Transgress
6 Encorriurne
7 Allude to •
8 Own
9 Harvest goddess
10 Robert E it Goal
17 Latin conitinCtiOn
19 Hebrew letter
22 Witnessed
24 Neat'
25 Bristle
26 Serve
27 Chapeaus
28 Thought
29 Legal matters
30 Time period
32 Wandered
33 Abstract
being
1

2

3

Answer to Tuesdax's Puzzle
AMTS

36 Continent
Abbr
37 Stinky
38 Tell
40 Elicit
41 Greek letter
43 Supposing
that
4

12

13

15

16

16

5

ADAM'

6

44 Swindles
45 Cobblers
46 Walk
47 Edible seed
48 Litk
49 Peer Gynt's
mother
50 Falsehood
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9 10 11
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'Before Direct Deposit
I used to spend
a lot of time
running to deposit
my Social Security
check.

NOTICE
I, WILLIAM PRATT,Chairman of the Board
at Trustees of the City of Hazel. Kentucky. do
hereby notify you that a special meeting of
said Board of Trustees has been called to be
held at the regular meeting place of said
Board at the City Hall in Hazel. Kentucky, at
7 00 pm. CD T., on September 18, 1980.
for the purpose of giving first reading to an
Ordinance increasing the existing water and
sewer rates of the City. and for the purpose
of taking such other approriate action as may
ore before the meeting All members of the
Board of Trustees are requested to attend
said meeting and to vote on such business as
may come before the meeting
Cheimsan, Board of Trustees

Now I only run
whir I
•
truant to:'

You know your money%
safe and sound.

2. Notice

M & G Complete Glass Company has a complete line of
glass. We do all types of glass
repair and replacement work.
such as: storm windows and
doors: auto glass plate and window glass: plexiglass patio
doors and store front work,
glass table tops and mirrors cut
to all sizes and shapes. Also
picture framing Come by 816
Coldwater Road or call 7530180 or after 5 pm. 153-2798.
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What we do best is care.
Needline 753-6333

is a

Starks
Hardware
12th & PorlAr
/53 1.'2/
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Bible Facts Free Store for the
needy 759-4600
LEATHER REPAIR and custom
leathef work Reasonable Call
- -43-9736

CLASSIFIED AD
DEADLINES

Will watch child or
children in my home in
Panorama Shores area
between the hours of
6:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Call 436-2598.

In order for your ad to upon,
on the date you specify you must
adhere to the following deadlines.
Art (ift'mull Sc tatten'ar bre:Antis
by 12 Noon the day before in
order to appear in the next cloys
paper with the exception of ads
to start in Monday s paper they
must be called or brought in by.
10 a.m.on Saturday
To have on ad Cancelled before
publication you will need to contact as by 8 a.m. that morning
in order for it not to appear
that days edition

PEANUTS
UNDERWATER
PHOTO6RAPI-N ?

Happy
9th
Birthday
Cheryl Herndon

4
6

JUST WHAT WE NEED...
PICTURES OF Ti-(E BOTTOM
OF MY UJATER DISH!
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CLICK
5NAP
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NANCY

'NANCY PROMISED

THANKS FOR LETTING ME
WAIT INSIDE
/ CITY

TO MEET ME HERE
AT NOON, RAIN OR
SHINE
e

304 Mom

DIRECT

2. _Notice

▪
▪

CARTER STUDIO

41

I hereby certify that each member of the
Board of Trustees of the City of Hazel, Ken
tucky. each local newspaper of general cir
culation, each news service, and each local
radio or television station which has on file
with the Board a writteia request to be
notified of special meetings of said Board of
Trustees, in accordance with KRS
61 805.991, received a copy of the foregoing
Notice in ample time (at least 24 hours in ad
vance) to attend said meeting.

Free gift wrapping
C specialty
at:

NOTICE
Effective
immediately to oil
mobile
home
owners that move
into Riviera Courts,
you will be given
two (2) months rent
free. UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT COME AND LIVE WITH
US. We also have
homes for rent.
753-3280.
Camera broken down? Projec
tor won't work? We repair all
brands and models

CERtIFICATE

POLICE
d

'
0/

If You
Need Them
Airport
489-2414
Ambulance. .
753-9332
Comp. Care . 753-6622
Fire (City)
911
Fire (County) .. 753-6952
Foster Parents . 753-5362
Hospital
753-5131
Hum. Rts. Corn 753-0849
Humane Soc. . 759-4141
Learn To Read. 753-2288
Needline
753-NEED
Parents' Anon. 753-1792
Poison Control 753-7588
Police
911
Rescue Squad. . 753-6952
Senior Citizens . 753-0929
Sheriff
753-3151
State Pol. 1-800-592-5401
This list of telephone'
numbers is published
through the cooperation of
The Murray ledger It Times
and the Social Concerns
Committee. Readers are
urged to clip the list and
keep it handy near the
telephone.

753-8298

Need experienced auto
mechanic. Apply in person,
810 SyGamore, Century Auto
Sales
Wanted Someone to cut the
grass on two yards on Route 4,
Murray, near Providence.
Phone 492-8403 or 492-8592.

WBiii OpportMiiFy
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
Would you like a bossiness of
your own? You don't need an
office to start, begin at home,
full or part time Ideal for husband and wife teams Call 502753-4953
No obligation.
Please, no information over the
telephone.

12. Insurance
Fantastic rates on 1974 or
newer mobile homes. See or
call Johnny Williams. your
M.F.A. agent. 753-0445.

5. Lost and Found

1-47Wint To Buy

Lost Female silver Tabby,
white flea collar, year old, 306
N 6th. 753-0860. Reward!
Lost: Small white, long haired
Maltese, female. 2 miles east
on 94 near West Kentucky
Glass Works. Work, 762-483,
ask for Georgie, after 5, 7591475.

Good used pickup truck. Call
after 330 pm, ask for Chris,
753-9535.

Lost: Golden Retriever, female.
Child's pet. $20 reward! Call
753-03056.

Help Wanted

AIRLINE JOBS-FREE INFO. Nationwide pfacement. Write
Airline Placement Bureau,
4208 198th SW, 101, Lynnwood, Wash. 98036. Enclose a
self-addressed
stamped
envelope.(Legal)

Used rocking horse. Call 753:
1863,
Want to buy standing timber.
Will look at all tracts approximately 20 acres and up. 753
5592.

15, YOU'RE TOO
AGGRESSIVE
WOMEN

BLONDIE
DASWOOC>, WHEN
I KICK 'You, rrs

Record albums and 45's from
the 50's Rock & Roll only, in
good condition. Gall Bob at
489-2480
/
2
Would like to but number 11
or number 2 steel traps. Also
for sale, number 1 steel traps
Call 489-2224. after 4 pm.

15. Article's For Sale
For sale: Snap on tool box, 3
drawer, top and bottom, $300.
Tools S & K, $175. 753-7228,
ask for Eric.
For sale: 200 amp service with
Pole, meter base, and weather
head. $150 or highest offer. 12
guage Winchester pump
shotgun, like new, $75. 7539644 after 5 pm.
Full length burgundy leather
coat, size 18, excellent condition, $100, Call 753-3187 after
4 pm.
Large size used Franklin stove.
good condition. Call 753-2206
after 5 pm.
New set of Wilson shooting star
beams, plus 300 foot new
coax. $160. Call 437-4849.
Pure, fresh, sweet apple cider,
$3 Per gallon. Call 753-2797.
Used Franklin stove. 436-5331.

16. Home Furnishings

Want to buy: Small acreage
within 5 miles of Murray. Good
road frontage on paved road.
City water. Also need lot in
Murray. Call 753-9208 after 4
pm.

For sale: 2 chairs. Lazy Boy,
gold fabric. Kraler lounge,
Good condition. $35 each. 7539370.
For sale- 11x14 shag carpet,
brown, black and beige in color. Call 753-4913 after 430
pm.

Wanted Very nice sturdy
wooden baby bed Call after 6
pm, 753-3892

X-RAY TECH

Earn $50 per hundred securing, stuffing envelopes. Free
details, reply: "HomeworkersSl2A", Box 94485, Schaumburg, IL 60194.

Immediate -opening for full time Staff X-Ray
Technologist in progressive X-Ray Department, which
provides a full range of radiologic services.
Xerography, Nuclear Medicine, and Ultrasound are
provided to a community of 9,000, only 16 miles from
beautitul Barkley and Kentucky Lokes:i Salary commensurate with experience, Health and Life -Insurance
provided, plus a generous Retirement Plan.
CONTACT:
Mike Scheib R.T.
c/a Caldwell County War Memorial Hospital
P. O. Box 410
Princeton, Kentucky 42445
Phone:(502)365-3511 Est 202

Wanted: Assistant Manager.
Company seeking aggressive individual, high school graduate.
Good starting salary, excellent
advancement opportunities, all
insurance, profit sharing. Must
have auto. Contact First Industrial Plan, 400 South 6th.
Paducah. KY.(502)443-2467.

THE COUNTY OF CALLOWAY REQUESTS PUBLIC
COMMENTS AND PROPOSALS FOR THE
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANT PROGRAM
THROUGH THE DEPARTMENT OF
HOUSE AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT(HUD)
The primary objective of the Community Development
Block Grant (CDBG) program is the development of
viable communities through. the provision of a suitable
living environment principally for persons of low and
moderate income.
In order to achieve this objective, the Dep.. of
Housing and Urban Development makes available 100 %
gronts on a competitive basis. These grants fund projects in the area of housing, public facilities and economic
development.
Citizens are encouraged to offer suggestions and
proposals concerning CDBG activities for Calloway
County. A series of public hearings will be held concerning this with the first to be held September 23,
1980 at 1000 a.m.. at the Dexter Community Center.
Verbatim transcripts of hearings and supplementary information will be available for public inspection during
the hours of 800 a.m. to 500 p.m. at Calloway Co.
Courthouse, 3rd floor.
Written proposals will be accepted before September
29th, 1980. Please forward to: Calloway Co. Fiscal
Court, Attn. Linda Moore, P. 0. Box 350, Murray, KY.
42071. Proposals will be responded to within 15 days of
their submissions.
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PERSONNEL
SUPERVISOR
A manufacturing plant located in Northwest Tennessee
is seeking qualified candidates for the position of Personnel Supervisor. Ts-position has responsibility for
a broad range of iattivities including employment,
union relations, -Imployee relations program, administration of personnel records and the administration of job bidding, recall, and lay off
procedures. Prior experience is desired. A degree in
business or personnel is required. Applicant must have
career aspiration in the field of personnel. Send
resume and salary history in confidence to: Industrial
Relations Manager, P. 0. Box 610, Paris, Ten 38242.
An Equal Employment Opportunity Employer.

ir
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conta
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TECHNICIAN
A local manufacturing concern is
seeking qualified applicants for the
position of Technician, for it's
Waste, Water treatment facility. Applicants must have a background in
high school or college chemistry and
be willing to work off shift. Send
resume and salary history to: Industrial Relations Manager, P. 0.
Box 610, Paris, TN38242. Equal Employment Opportunity Employer.

There now exists an opening for a Physical
Therapist in the Calloway County Health Department,
Minimum Qualifications: Training and Knowledge
Graduate from a physical therapy curriculum, approved by the American Physical Therapy Association,
or the Council on Medical Education and Hospitals of
the American Medical Association, or the Council on
Medical Education of the American Medical
Association and the American Physical Therapy
Association.
Knowledge of modern techniques, principles, and
practices involved in the administration and application of a Physical Therapy Program.
Appointment - Part-Time
Salary - Negotiable
Contact the Calloway County Health Department for
an interview, at 753-3381.

BEETLE BAILEY
T-4E TROUBLE

14. Want To Bin

6. Help Wanted

189

EX-DEBIT
AGENTS

sEcAusE ): CARE r

Did you leave the debit business because of the collections, the servicing, paperwork, and lack of earnings?

...still buys the biggest
breakfast in town...
2 eggs, 3 pcs. bacon,
choice of pancakes, toast
or biscuits, hash browns
and coffee!
Weekdays...6 Till 11 A.M.

Here at AMERICAN REPUBLIC INS. CO. our representatives only sell, and the Company supplies everything
we need at no cost to Us, including a completely paid
training program and field training with management.

PHANTO

REGRET 2
(

HE HAD TO

BECAUSE HE
BECAME A KILLER
ALONE„, TO
KILL'UCH A
MONSTER WITH
A SPEAR...A
GREAT MED,
PHANTOM'

OF PEOPLE AND
CATTLE.

BUT THEY WERE NOT
HIS NATURAL PREY.
HE BECAME A MANKILLER BECAUSE
OF THIS.

We offer unlimited income after training. We give you
one of the finest 10-year vested renewal contracts in
the business both HEALTH & LIFE. We will show you
how you are paid for 10 years on sales you make each
week.
In short, we offer you one of the finest opportunities
in the insurance business and you owe it to yourself
ond your family to talk with me in a personal interview. Let me prove to you that there really is a
good "'SALES CAREER" for you with our Company
Please Contact Donald Dochniak; American Republic
Insurance; (502)442-1860; Mon.-Fri. 8:30 0..1.11:00 S.
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LIME WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
- 16, Home Furnishing 24. Miscellaneous -- 32. Apts. For Rent

9- CAN

46-.Homes For Safe

52. Boats and Motors

53. Services Offered

For sale Nylon beige couch Double barrel wood burning New duplex for rent or sale! 2
Two bedroom cabin. large lot, For
sale Boat, motor, and
and chair, excellent condition. stove Made from IL Beam bedroom plus carport All ap100000 lots of trees Croppie trailer
OOFINA
Car tape player and 23
for
large
Ideal
pliances
factory kit
$75. Call 753-3001.
furnished with washer
Hollow Subdivision, $6500 channel
C•11111111•10•1
and
C.B.
Call
753-6348
two
Used
shop
and
dryer
garage or
hookup. No pets Call
Call 2.47-698y
Resediesitliel, Shingle
30" Gas range, used 10 mon- winters
after 4 pm
Unusual heating 753-2965.
ths, Deluxe Magic Chet. Call capacity $100 Call 753-7477.
and built-up reefs
Three bedroom house with 1978 Low Line, 14
foot 35 hp
753-5415
One bedroom furnished cotlarge garage on 3 acres. Near Johnson motor, trolling
Beferesices, Ell work
motor,
Appliances,
air
State Line off Highway 121. bass seats trailer
Kitchen dinette with 6 chairs, Wait and burn green wood, or tage.
foeranteed . 759-4512
Call
759price $28,000. Call 436-5325. 4663
EXECUTIVE HOME
er 759-1859.
Portable dishwasher, bedroom order now and burn seasoned conditioned No pets Deposit
required $100. Call 753-8271.
FOR SALE
suite with box springs and mat- wood. Call 436-2758
Three bedroom. 1 bath, 11
/
2 53. Services Offered
tress; fireplace insert 759- 26.IV-Radio
Two . bedroom duplex, apOR RENT
Mobile homes moved Insure°
acre with stock barn and fencA complete service, washers, state licensed Unblocked and
pliances furnished. Available
1556
Gatesboro home with 3
ed lot
Equity
assume
Don't miss your favorite t.v.
dryers, air-conditioners, and blocked Also service work
bedrooms,2 baths,forpayments Call 489-2798
42- Round oak table, 42" programs! Capture it on your now. Phone 753-9400.
refrigerators. Call 759-1322 Benton, 1-527-8740
mal dining room,
square 5 leg table, 2 oak one very own video recorder Also Three bedroom duplex, 31,
47. Motorcycles
Prompt service
large kitchen, central
drawer bedside tables, oak ice put your family on film with miles south en 641. $200 plus
Need work on your trees? Top._
1971 Honda 750. Call 753- CARPET
air and heat pump
CLEANING mg, pruning, shaping. combox, 6 bentwood chairs, trunks. our cameras and recorders. deposit. 492-8120.
9737
after
6
pm
Guaranteed, References. Free plete rernoval and more Call
heating system. House
all sizes. $20 and up Call 437- Claytons - I & B Music. 75334. Houses For Rent
1979 Sportster, extra low estimates 753-9736.
4164
is vacant and may be
ROVER'S TREE SERVICE For
1575.
Five bedroom house for college
mileage. Lots of extras. Call Concrete and block work
professional tree care, 753purchased or rented.
Sofa; coffee tables, end tables. Wanted: Responsible party to girls.
Block,
'Grab
an armful of something! Here comes
Call 753-5865 days, 153
Call Kopperud Realty
436-5356:
garages, basements, driveways, 8536
bedroom suite, console black take up small payment on 5108 evenings.
he mark-up boy."
for details. 753-1222.
1979 11-75 Motorcycle Call walks, patios, steps, free Painting, paperhanging, comand white t.w.; rocking chair, Magnavox color t.v. Warranted.
house.
435-4424
Two bedroom
estimates Charles Barnett, mercial or residential. Farm
assorted chairs and tables; 753-7575.
43.
Real
43Teal Estate
Estate
FOR THAT
refrigerator and stove, gas heat
drapes. Call 753-8816 after 6
buildings. etc 20 years ex1979 Yamaha 400 Special Can 753-5476.
27.
Mobile
Home
Sales
410 North 8th. Deposit and
COUNTRY
if
111 m.
be seen Cain 76 or phone 153- Driveways white rocked and perience. Free estimates. 759references. Call Sam 759-4784
FEELING
CUSTOM COMFORT Two year old
graded All kinds of pea gravel 1987.
5862
Tappan tree standing range 1973 Parkhill, double wide, 3
or 153-6067.
See this four bedroom,
2 bedroom. off South 16th
Free estimates. Will have bank
Green $150. Call 753-7692 or bedroom, 2 bath, living room,
Bride's cherish the sen1978
Yamaha
175 Enduro,
dining room, kitchen, lust been We need a nice married couple
2 bath roomy brick
753-1287.
bought new in 1979. Only gravel and dirt, Tuesday only.
se of tradition our
remodeled. $13.000. Call 527- to rent a good brick home, parhome on private acre,
ADAM TARE TOUR EVE by the
19,000 miles. -Cycle and 2 Clifford Garrison, 753-5429.
White gas stove, continuous 3149.
photographs express. 11
7 miles from Murray.
tially - furnished. 8 miles
hand and lead her into your own 3
BOYD-MAJORS
helmets. $650 Call before 3 Experienced painter will paint
cleaning, Coronado $100 Call
country
real
A
Murray.
southeast
of
CARTER STUDIO
bedroom, 1 bath, completely fur.
Schevelle.
12x52
Two
your
pm,
house.
inside or out. Free
759-1814.
REAL ESTATE
437-4540.
charmer priced at onrisked, modular home
bedroom,
air- References and deposit. Call
304 Main
753-8298
1
estimates. 436-2580.
753-8080
48.
Auto.
19. Farm Equipment conditioned, furnished,
Services
6
492-8594
pm.
after
ly $29,900. Just listed.
electric or gas
ALUMINUM
PHILLIPS
AND
Phone 753-1222, KopProf.-mm.1 S,
'nji e,
Import parts. Datsun. Toyota
ALUMINUM
1966 Case badlihoe, number heat, $3000. 753-6911 or 489- .37. Livestock-Supplies
Wil h
F
T1.11, is'
VINYL SIDING CO.. 25 years experud Realty for full
engines. Call 474-2325
530 gas. and Tandem axle 2842.
SERVICE CO.
Custom made bridles, harness,
THIS HOUSE
perience. Paducah, KY. 898time real estate sertrailer Call 474-2174
1971 Wheeler, 12x50, 2 halters, moccasons, and chaps.
Volkswagen, type 3, engine and
Aluminum and Vinyl
HAS EVERYTHING
3873 or 443-7365.
vice.
parts. 489-2330
300 Massey Ferguson Combine bedroom, gas heat, central air. Other leather items. Call 753The proof is in the
Siding, Custom Trim
le PROFFITT MANAGEMENT
Piano lessons, teacher well
Both headers. $6700. Also two $4600. Call 437-4540.
9736.
looking!! Come see
Work. References.
49.
Used
Cars
qualified and experienced very
Always wanted a home with
110 gallon under mount tanks. 28. Mob. Home Rents
this beautiful 3 BR.,
753-0689 Day or
reasonable rates 753-8964.
1970 Buick Skylark 4-door,
492-8790.
Gaited pony, 13 hands, gentle, small acreage? This is an ex21
/
2 bath brick home in
Night.
fair condition, $350. 753Mobile home space RENT FREE rides and drives. 753-0672.
cellent opportunity because
REMODELING. REASONABLE.
Canterbury. This
Massey Ferguson 150 diesel for taken care of property. Lake
1887.
the land is highly productive
For your home-care personal- Guaranteed Free estimates
Parifom & Thurman
house with large living
tractor, good condition, new location in Paris Landing area. 30 Herferd and Angus cows and the house is sound. New
1975 Buick Limited. One care, housewares. and multi- 753-9736.
rear tires with 3-12 inch plows. Water approximately $10 per and bred heifers will start calv- roof, deep well, 5 outbuildings. -11room, dining room,
Insurance &
owner. 42,000 miles, loaded, vitamin and mineral supple- Stop! For all your repair needs,
8' wheel disc; cultivator: one month. Your own electric. ing in February. $15,000. Call Thirty-five acres with 31 acres
kitchen with cooking
Real Estate
$2400. 753-4856 after 5 pm.
ment needs, call your local Am- roofing, carpentry,. plumbing
row tobacco setter; 6' blade. References required. Write P.O. 753-3625.
Southsid• Court Square
island, den with
tendable, 2 in timber.
way distributor at 753-0806 and electrical work, look no
pond scoop; 5' rotary cutter, Box 89, New Concord, KY 38. Pets-Supplies
1972
Chevrolet,
2-door,
vinyl
fireplace,
Murray, Kentucky
and
Homeplace and buildings ocmore, Call 753-9226 or 753farm wagon; 3 point hitch: 42076.
top. power steering and brakes after 4 pm.
economical heat pump
753-4451
AKC Boxer stud service. Super cupy about 2 acres. Call 753hydraulic -wood splitter,
Call 753-3761 or 606 Broad Ex- Fence sales at Sears now Call 9623. We'll do your job large or
could be your dream
at
Century
1492
21
Loretta
Two
bedroom
trailers,
comchampion bloodline. Also AKC
Creasote posts. tobacco sticks.
tended.
Sears. 753-2310 for free small. All work done to your
home.
pletely furnished, good condi- Boxer puppies. Call 753-0347. Jobs, Realtors and let us show
satisfaction.
502-7534951
you this farm today. Located
1980 Chevette, 4-door, air- estimate for your needs.
, lion, from $145. Call 753AKC 47egistered adorable Pug Lynn Grove a ea
22. Musical
conditioned, AM-FM radio, 4- For appliance repair; -4efrigera- Will do painting, 15 years ex•
HAVE SPARE
-8964.
w
. speed, 10,8013 miles, excellent lion. and small electrica0G.;,- yaonce
puppies. They make wonderfir
-15 ?",soisr:
TIME-NEW
,
Lay-a-way your piano or organ Two bedroom furnished mobile "pets! 753-7438.
TROUT REALTY, INC.
condition. $4500-. 436-5518.
jobs. call Bill Rollins, 753- anytime.
EXTRA
INCOME
The
feeders
sol,
1700
m
terv,
the
now for Christmas. New ship- home. $100 per month. Call
merlons levee's/4,Yr,,
Invest $11,000 get
Will haul driveway white rock
ment just arrived. Refinance. 759-4178 or 618-5247-8973, AKC registered Cocker Spaniel
1969 Ford Thunderbird 0762
FARMS • HOMES
puppies. Buff and white. Call
return in 2 years, Lake
Mechanically sound, body in Fireplace inserts custom built. and Ag lime, also have any type
Clayton's -1 & B Music, collect.
BUSINESSES
753-9459 after 5 pm.
Sub. Water System;=,
fats condition,-would make ex-• fireplace and chimney brick of brown or white. pea,travel.
Chestnut St., Murray, 753LAKE AND RECREATIONAL
Two bedroom mobile home
minimal maintenance
cellent work car. $400 firm. repair. Call after 6 pm, 436- Also do backhoe work. Call
1515.
PROPERTY
Basic
and
Advanced
dog
obewith central air and heat.
Roger Hudson. 753-4545 or
and upkeep. Present
Call 753-6821 after 6 pm.
2855.
New and used Baldwin plan° Families only. No pets. 753- dience classes. Breed handling,
listings
needed! Offices
COUNTRY
753-6763
owner will furnish
tracking, and protection. All
and organs,ionardo Piano Co, -23717-- 1978
Ford
LTD.:
4-door,
Coast to Coast. Buyers from
Home
-Building
improvements-.
light:
CHARM
details, and rebreeds and ages. Professional
Everywhere. "Free" Catalog
across from the Post Office.
green with vinyl top. 54,000 cabinets and doing remodeling WEST KENTUCKY ASPHALT
Real peace and quiet
Two bedroom trailer, furnished, instructor. 436-2858.
quirements. Let our
Paris, TN.
actual
miles,
new
tires,
restoration.
air,
and
and
Call 753-8067 COATING & SEALING. Have
STROUT RFAI TY
in this 2 bedroom brick
air, gas heat. 10 miles east of
salespeople show you
your home driveway or parking
cruise. Will sacrifice. Call 753- after 5 pm.
0,.L Kennon Broke,
For sale: Beagles. Phone 489Used Baldwin Studio piano, us- Murray. $100. Call 436-2828.
home
on
lovely
tree
lot sealed professionally before
this property and in1911 Collo*. Id 753-0186
8507 after 5 pm.
2415.
ed Baldwin organ, both ideal
shaded
lot.
Insulation
ApproxMoney, he
blown
in
by
Sears,
winter. 753-8163.
crease your monthly
For sale or trade • 1972 Ford save on these high heating and
for church or home. Used and 30. Business Rental
imately 7 acres, inSeven puppies, 8 weeks old. 4
income substantially,,,,
Wet
basement? We make wet
new Baldwin Grand pianos fit
Stationwagon,
good,
aircooling
bills.
Call
Sears,
753cluding
several
farm
Beagles. 3 black and tan, $20 27 Acres m/I of fertile saw lllll
basements dry, work complitefor kings or queens. Practice
conditioned. $800. Call 753- 2310 for free estimate.
buildings and 2 stock
each. 436-2686 after 6 pm.
Jand...Just right In cattle,
Mini
753-8080
ly guarenteed. Call or ,write
pianos. Lonardo Piano Co.,
9288.
barns.
Acreage
horses, or row cropping. This jIlIIuIIuIIIIllIIIlslulIIuiIiIIiUIIIuu5ISI
K & K Stump Removal. Do you Morgan Construction Co.,
" 41:Public Sale
Warehouse
across from post office, Paris.
suitable for horses or
farm
has 22 acres
Nice 1977 Camero, silver with need stumps removed from Route 2. Box 4094, Paducah,
TN.
AUCTION! At the Arthur Wicker cleared...highway frontage on New listing. 3 bedroom, 2 full
cattle. Price just
Storage Space
completeing orange stripes. your yard or land cleared of KY 42001. or call day or
night,
baths, brick veneer home,
farm, Friday evening, Sept 94 E. Call CENTURY
reduced $3000 to
23. Exterminating
AM-FM radio. Good gas stumps? We can remove 1-442-7026.
21 Loretta
For Rent
19th, .4 p.m Saturday, Sept. Jobs. Realtors for more infor- 1621 Keenland Drive. Home
$50,000!
mileage. Call 753-5437.
stumps up to 24" below the
features Olympic size pool,
20th, 705 Chestnut. Saturday, mation on this mini-farm.
Will do plumbing, air‘ Bugs coll
753-4758
1974 Pontiac LeMans. low ground. leaving only sawdust conditioning, painting, carpencentral heat and air, fireplace,
Sept. 27th, 701 Vine St. Saturchips.
Call
and
for
free
A
WORD
TO
mileage, good condition. must
burglar alarm system. For more
try, concrete and roofing. 753Office for rent. Approximately day, Oct. 4th, W.B. Sledd Farm,
S. Nth .. CATALINA.
THE WIVES
sell $675 or best offer. 1114 estimate. Bob Kemp 435-4343 2211 or 759-1270.
information call Purdom &
Taylor's Store community
or
Bob
downtown,
600
Kemp.
This
brick
sq.
3
Jr.
bedroom
heat
ft,
435-4319.
You
will
fall
in
love
Poplar or call 753-1852.
CIAURAb
Thurman Real Estate, 753Saturday, Oct. 25th, 308 S
furnished. Phone 753-4937.
is being completely
56. Free Column
with this 3 bedroom
4451. Suzy Wells 753-1585.
16th St. Watch Thursday's
1967 Tempest Pontiac, fair licinsed Electrician and gas inredecorated
inside
and
home in Canterbury
stallation,
heating
installation
32.
Rent
Apts.
For
Geneva
Jones
Free to good home Coon hound
753-6557.
paper
for
detail
listings
or
call
753-6647
condition. $400. Call
Kelley's Termite
out plus new carpets in
Estates, featuring
and repairs. Call 753-7203.
named Mike. Call 753-5459
after 5 pm.
Apartment and rooms for rent, Otto Chester's Auction Service,
Three
bedroom,
2
bath
home
the
most
house
of
8. Pest Control
great room with beamfurnished and unfurnished. 435-4128.
on
5
acres,
near
East
You'll
sunken
Elemenlove
the
runThing,
very
good
VW
1973
ed cathedral ceiling
Phone 753-3914
Call 753-8355 from 8:30 AM to Carport sale! Children and
It's time for FALL CLEANING.
tary School. Low utility bills,
den with the stone
ning condition. $1500. Call
and lovely brick
5 PM.
neat and clean and ready to
the
fireplace
raisand
adult
clothes,
8th,
517
South
436-5859 after 5 pm.
24. Miscellaneous
fireplace.
Beautifully
move into with no work. Couned hearth. It also has
Apartments for rent, near Friday 7-5 and Saturday 7-2.
1974 VW Super. Beetle. Sun
decorated throughout,
Chimneys, all fuel triple wall downtown. Call 753-4109.
try living you can afford. Mid
an extra large kitchen
Residential & Commercial!
Flea
Market,
Big
Joe's
Barberoof. 48.000 actual miles. Call
this home is a
pipe, 6"x30", $20.99; 8"x30",
530's.
Call
Spann
Realty
of
cabinets
with
lots
Free Estimates!
one
mile
out
que,
North.
121
5
753-6776
pm.
after
For
rent
Furnished
apartment,
housewife's
dream
at
$29.99. Installation kit, 6".
Associates, 753-7724
and a formal dining
For
set
up
space
call
492-8120
Call
759-1176
water
furheat
and
2
bedroom.
a
down-to-earth
price.
$29.99; 8'', $41.99. Wallin
50. Used Trucks
area. The lot is nicely
nished. Downtown. $165 per or 436-5671, Saturday 20th.
$70's. New Listing at
Hardware. Paris, TN.
landscaped and has a
1975 Dodge high top camper
FOR RENT
Garage sale. 8 am, 1603
Kopperud Realty, 711
chain link fence
Interior white latex paint, month. Phone 753-4937.
van, $3995 Call 753-5242
Two bedroom mobile
Main.
around the back. Lots
$4.99 per gallon in five gallon One bedroom, stove, Catalina Drive. Friday and
evenings
home, 2 full baths,
of other extra's andi
containers. Sherwin Williams. refrigerator, and water. Call Saturday.
Estate of Mrs. William S. Stone (widow of
water, trash pickup, TV
1980 Datsun pickup, long
only $48,500.
44.
Lots
753-3321.
For
Sale
43. Real Estate
753-5410.
wheel base, automatic, with
antenna service, stove
Dr.
William S. Stone), Saturday, SepM1T
JOHN SMITH
Lots for sale in Bagwell Manor. topper, black 753-2813
Do you own your own lot or lot
and refrigerator furtember 20, 1980, 10:00 a.m.
all
753-4389
utilities.
or
Call
and mobile home? If you do
nished. Deposit
753-5960
Location - 207 E. 10th St., Benton, Ky.
and your family income is
required.
1964 Chevy truck.:
Nearly all items are either very fine cellectables or
within the following adjusted
46. Homes For Sale
income limits, you may qualify
antiques. Many, many goodies.
Excellent condition.
When you buy insurance from an agent who
COUNTRY LIVING; 2.4 acres
for a 4% interest loan on ad or
•
ANTIQUES AND FURNITURE -- - 2 wash stands
753-0486.
works directly for one company, he's probably not
with completely remodeled 4
4 bedroom home. Income
11161 RIATI
desks, ice box 10 antique chino fish plates
the person who handles your claims.
bedroom home. New wood
limits are- Two in family PROP'R11 MA66(.160
glass door book case, small tables, cane botstove keeps heating bills LOW'
That's not the case when you deal with an In$13,500; Three in ,family tom chairs, 1 camel back trunk, child's rocker
Spacious kitchen cabinets 1974 F-250 Ford pickup, V8
dependent Insurance Agent like me. I'm right here
$15,150: Four in family compliment
r steering.
established automatic with
cane bottom rocker, large beveled gold frame
ready to serve you when you have a claim., helping
$17,900. With today's inflation
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
air. A
organic garden and orChard. 10 Power br
mirror, rocking choirs, small toledo table 2
you reach a fair
and interest rates up, why not
209 Walowt Str.t
in real good
minutes from lakes fenced camper
dressers wicker chairs iron beds tin door
visit our office today and let us
settlement as quickly
Closed All Day Wed. yard - storm windows and full conditio $1350. Cali 1-354NEW OFFICE HOURS:
pie safe. 2 oak dining chairs closed door
talk
terms
now.. 753as possible.
YOUR
h•Perldefe
basement. Fight inflation. own 6217.
Saturday 730 nil 5:00
Monday-Friday 7.30-Noon
safe, bed & dresser, bishops chair, baskets of
T601171%T
AGENT
1492 CENTURY 21 Loretta
For all your insur*eaves vow goo,
your
home
and watch
Your own
Prke el
all sizes. churns, crocks, 1 treadle sewing
1973 F-100 pickup. power
Jobs, Realtors at 1200
T. Jet
ance needs, contact me.
PRICE SHAVE 75' investment grow. Priced mid steering, power brakes, exHAIRCUT $1.25
machine and one base, tin oven, jewelry.
Sycamore.
rm. pi.. Ca 733 ass,one Kr oodeeoce
520's. Couldn't be built at cellent condition. Call 753boxes, kitchen cabinet, 5 leg maple dining
leetory Poi& Some.
atwice the price today! Call 759- 5463.
2101. Main St.
table, flour barrel beveled wall mirror 1858
11C9.
Nice 3 bdr. BV house
Agents: Rennie less-Danny Hess-Jaines Hess
fruit or, oil lamps ch;ld's ice cream table and
1111111111111111111111111111111lllllllll 1lllllllllllllllll111111111111111111111lllllll 1 llllllllllll
Ford
Ranger,
1977
4-wheel
w/bath. Good location;
For sale by owner 2 bedroom drive,
4 choirs, iron tea kettle, 2 iron half beds, buf753-0489
long wheel base. very
2 blocks from M.S.U.
brick home on 14 acres, 4 good condition. V8, automatic,
fet china cabinet, 6 oak dining choirs, chest of
miles north of Murray on 641, power steering, power brakes,
Outside storage bldg.
drawers, electric stove and refrigerator, oak
Starts Wed 17th
full basement and unfinished low mileage Call
This is a well built
dining table and chairs, high top button
502-753attic.
$45,000.
753-2984.
Trailer
Just Received 1 Tractor
house. $42,500.
,shoes library table with selves fireplace
4951.
front, slop jars many china what•nots books
For sale 3 bedroom. 2 bath 1976 Ford van, new tires, low
Loads of New Styles-8 Colors
Nine bedroom home
brick home. 509 Blair. near miles. $1595. Call
quilts. couch and chair, five shelf cabinet
.PRESCRIPTIONS .FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
159-1801
near the campus of
MSU and high school. Priced in
small gypsy table butter bowls, silverware
12 FL Short Shag Jute Bock
•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
M.S.U. Ample both and
Sq. Yd
Only
560's. Call 753-1485 for ap- 1950 GMC Pickup with 327
Many Colors Cornpore To Carpet
dishes, pots and pans. black and white
•LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
kitchen facilities. Cenmotor. Also 951 Chevrolet
pointment.
television, step ladder enamel pitcher 2
While It Lost
•HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Selling For $8.95 Yd
tral heat and air. Expickup with 6 cylinder motor
hanging ceiling lights garden tools.
For sale- 3 bedroom brick Call 436-2439 after
Free Deese on Presk 'lions in City Limits
430 pm
cellent year round in12 Ft. Rubber Back Shag
house, choice location, located
come. Seller will finanYd
REAL ESTATE - 7 room house, 2 baths, (could
Many Colors Fine Carpel
on 5 acres. 4.4 miles from 1970 Jeep truck with topper
ce. Call for more inbe ci duplex) on a nice corner lot with 2 outtown with outside workshop $1800 Call 753-5889.
formation on how easily
12ft. Jute Back Carpet
Sq rd
Two baths. formal living room, 1968 Volkswagen camper van
buildings, has just been covered with
+
FREE
this can be yours.
combination den and kitchen with pop-top. New motor. Good
aluminum siding. This is a good old solid
12 1 15 Ft Commercial Tweed Only
•.....••••• 436 410
20 MILE
area with lots of kitchen tires Excellent condition Call
house Easy walking distance to hoSpitol, doc
Sq Yd
7534471
•Yealono
cabinets Dishwasher, electric 489-2611
tors office and grocery. Two blocks off court
IL DELIVERY
Promeee 0.00
753.1711
Plush
12
Ft.
Scroll
Shag
Shag's
and
range. refrigerator, washer and
Woe.law
square. Right to reject'id is reserved. House
S11-1•114
hboomolier •oeneooe,
753-0984
dryer included. Call 753-1746 5/. Boats and Motors
and lot will be sole cff T2:00 noon. In case of
on.,$1.95 8 $8.95 Sq Yd
elh t7
1lM
for appointment.
15 Foot 1980 Charger ski boat
.
rain.-ottetion vrill.be set for att 4.1980.
Floored and ready. Up to 12 I 24. Also barn style, of12 Ft. Ho Shag 0 $6.95-sg Yd
Sale By
For sale by owner 3 bedroom with 80 hp Martinet motor
fices. cottages, mobile home od-ons, and patios, or U
Murray Calloway
house, newly decorated. By ap- Price will include all boat and
BUILD, pee-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
20. OFT FOR CAW 0401IFY
County Realty
Morgan,,Tr•vathan
& Gunn, Inc.
ski equipment, Call 753-5094.'
Ointment onW. 753-6558.
x 60. Buy the best for less.
(502)7534146
106 E. 12th Street'
(10516,
11011/21
P• T1(11611 11,•
/
2 Foot Glasspar. 70 hp Mer30111 12ta St
Two bedroom home on 14 acre- 161
Benton, Ky 42025
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
allrerray. Ry 41071
lot 5 miles north of Murray. cury, $900 Call 436-5859 after
, , •!
I-1,v ,
7 ' Sot.'h
A Week 8-5
Pete T. Gunn, Jr., Auctioneer
5 pm
Call 474-2337

753-1222

010011.

WINDOWS & CARPETS

AUCTION

We treat you like a
person. Not a number.

At

Ross Insurance Agency

DOOR BUSTER CARPET SALE
$3.95

S4.95 Sq

54.95

$11.99

iai

Ex

I

Paschall 8. Son Carpel

• •••.111110FInew.

Wednesday,September
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Tourism Department
Plans Fall Convention

(Mau

Room reservations can be
The Kentucky Department
made by phoning Kentucky
of Tourism announces plafis
Dam Village .State Resort
for Kentucky's 1980 Fall C4nPark at 502 362-4271. Perference on Tourism, to be hejd
sons making reservations
By Abigail Van Buren
Oct. 20-21 at Kentucky Dam
state that they are with
Village State Resort Park, should
the travel conference: Room
Gilbertsville.
are $18.99 single, $28.62
A highlight of the con- rates
s must be
ference will be a presentation double. Reservation
by Oct. 10.
made
Advertising
derson
by Doe-An
Inquiries concerning the
Agency, recently appointed to
DEAR ABBY: I am a registered Republican considering
of conference can be addressed
Department
the
represent
his
to
loyal
to Teresa Doris, Kentucky
marriage to a Democrat who is every bit as
Tourism in its 1980-81 travel
political party as I am to mine.
Department of Tourism, Fort
Their
campaign.
promotion
many
and
religion
music,
have
We love each other and
Boone Plaza, Frankfort, KY
the
reveal
will
between
presentation
marriage
if
wonder
I
but
other things in common,
40601, phone 5021 564-4071.
advertisconducted
national
been
new
state's
studies
any
Have
out.
work
us could ever
ing program for tourism, by
that might give me an idea of what our chances are? If
means of television commeranyone knows, you do, Abby.
GRATEFUL G.O.P.
cials, radio tapes, advertisments in the print inertia
DEAR GRATEFUL: I know of no studies concernand a new musical jingle.
donand
elephants
ing mixed marriages between
ST. LOUIS (AP) — The
The ad agency staff will
keys. but I personally know of very few successful
tourism- woolly bears are back and
how
on
elaborate
political
different
diversely
these
unions between
related businesses in the they're black — and that, says
animals. Should you elect to team up with a donkey. I
private sector can tie their Helen Wohlschlaeger, spells a
suggest you keep your trunk packed.
own advertising into the bleak winter.
• ••
"I'm not very pleased or
state's theme. Following the
ve introduction to happy," she said. "I'm afraid
comprehensi
DEAR ABBY:Several-years ago I took an inexpensive pin
the new program,participants we're going to have a bad
from a blouse in a department store. I didn't pay for it. I was
will be invited to take part in winter and it's going to be an
years!
for
it
wear
to
even brash enough
workshops on group early one."
individual
was
I
run
long
the
in
it,"
with
away
"got
I
though
Even
Mrs. Wohlschlaeger claims
travel shows,
and
travel
since.
ever
conscience
my
on
been
has
it
because
loser
the
hospitality, special promo- 100 percent accuracy in the 12
The regrets years later are not worth a moment of possestions and festivals and Ken- years she has been forecasting
sion, and that single act could have led to taking bigger
winters based on the color of
tucky State Parks events.
things.
Enclosed is a $10 bill. Please donate it to your favorite
Conference registration will the fuzzy caterpillar.
Fora while, it had appeared
charity. Abby. It cannot repay for what I have done, but
be from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m., Monplease tell your young readers that stealing anything —
to there would be no forecast this
are
Programs
20.
Oct.
day,
regardless of how cheap it is — leaves its mark on a person,
run from 1:15 to 5:45 p.m. A year.
even if she is never caught.
The woolly bears failed to
social hour and reception, a
NO NAME OR TOWN. PLEASE
banquet with a guest speaker make their early September
and a dance will follow. appearance, and Mrs.
DEAR NO NAME: I appreciate your desire to clear
Registration will be open Wohlschlaeger despaired,
your conscience and give others the benefit of your
experience, but sending me a $10 bill for my favorite
again Tuesday morning from assuming the severe summer
charity is not appropriate restitution for the stolen
8:00 to 9:00. Programs star- heat and lack of rain had killarticle. Had you told me the name and location of the
ting at 9:00 will last until ed off the caterpillars.
store. I would have sent the money to them. Perhaps
Finally, son David and
11:30, and after a reception
it's not too late.
and a noon luncheon the con- neighbor boys Jimmy
Kleumpers and Mark Uzetta
•••
ference will adjourn.
Registration for the con- located the elusive woolly
ference is $35 in advance, $40 bear.
[)EAR ABBY: After reading the letter you received from
"Mark brought me an ag
at the door. No advance
the dad whose 15-year-old son hid racy girlie magazines in
his room. I decided to share the way I handled the same
registration will be accepted white one which overnight-began to rhangedeblor," Mrs.
Problem with our three teen-age sons.
after Oct. 10.
When I find a magazine of that type in their rooms. I
Wohlschlaeger said, "It's getare
forms
Registration
a
remove it and in its place I leave a 3x5 index card with
darker and darker. My
ting
filled
be
should
and
enclosed
a
had
Bible verse covering that very subject. I've never
Jimmy brought in an
and
son
Kentucky's
to
sent
and
out
verses
thg
from
complaint from an'of them, as they know
one."
black
all
on
Conference
Fall
1980
lusts."
fleshly
that they are to "abstain from
If a woolly bear expects a
Tourism, Marshall County
Two or three cards per boy usually get the message
Chamber of Commerce, Route severe winter, the black bands
across.
MOM IN .PUYALLUP, WASH.
7, Benton, KY 42025. Checks at either end grow thicker to
should be made payable to better absorb heat. The
CONFIDENTIAL TO LOIS K. IN MANHATTAN:
Marshall County Chamber of thicker the bands, the worse
Charles
—
accident."
lanned
well-p
a
"'Luck' is often
the winter,she says.
Commerce.
Reilly.
Nelson

otfro
Shoe

Ic/i;,

Bipartisan Marriage May
Lead to Split Ticket

COMPARE OUR PRICES. . .SAVE 10-50%
ORIGINAL

OIL
FILTERS

Nabisco

White Hominy
Chili Beans
Orange Juice

241
is., 274
$119
$1 79

Butter

is.

$1 99

Cheese Spread

1119
IS.

Margarine

Vegetable OH Spray

ix...

,s.i.3
Green Beans

79

se..,19'

Sett

25'

Not Seem

.!YOU

_ If/-Pay '39.12

Blockeyed Pees
Vonale
Orange Juice
Mix Vegetables
Tomato Juice

40,60,75 Watt
Marvel
Light

BULBS
$1 09
4 plol

Instant Tea
Bocos

Dry Pinto BONI

Cocoa Mix

Dog Food

REMOVES RADIATOR RUST

.

10.5n.

PRESTONE REFUND

•
INCH AND METRIC
Have The Right
Tools...

✓ °'
AUTO
SHACK
SUPER
SPECIAU

69 cat
11...

754

Debbie Automatic
Dish

DETERGENT
$1 19

Puffed Wheat
Chunk Tuns .
Daniel

iy

Star bat

GIANT

POLY SYSTEM lie
••
ONE
•

40 PIECE
RATCHET
SOCKET SET

The Finish That's
Guaranteed To
Last Two Years!

6.99•.

$8.99

LIMIT 2 PLEASE

LIMIT 2 PLEASE

GABRIEL

DUPLICATE

AUTO
SHACK
SUPER
PRICE

itondtat

at

LIMIT
2
PLEASE

2/$1

I
•

JACK
STANDS
Make Your Work Easier...
Quicker...Saled

Filter Your Engine! ..
Cars —
For Most Domestic Ca.

LIMIT 2 PLEASE

1.99

"Aiwa'

654

39'
89'

SOUTH 12TH STREET
SOUTHSIDE SHOPPING CENTER
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
%
PHONE: 753-8971

596
11•1

TAMALAS

574

1

DISCOUNT
PARTS
ilAte41
SUPER MART

le in.

61.1

Give
Your Car
That Famous
Gabriel Ride

GUARANTEED DUALITY. .DISCOUNT PRICES

$1 19

6.,

;.1

$8.95

,3

•
•

ROAD
STARS

Fig
AIR
Ern
•
FILTERS •
11I
BY ACE

LIMIT 411 F
0 ••V
2
PLEASE' sirMI R

Toaster Pastries

lastest Potatoes

Si et.

e
#194- di
N N
Mail-In Offer from Union Carbide
U

YOUR NET COST

25c

Is

IS•o.

.69se
si
*$1 501oi

in. 194

is... m

SO

••
•

'1

AUTO SHACK PRICE

HEAVY DUTY

Shredded Wheat

/SW

YOU SAVE
UP TO

PRESTONE SUPER FLUSH

12•I.

Frosted Flakes

22.17

DO IT YOURSELF...SAVE BIG BUCKS!

$125

Total

4 nil

$J25

Raisins

$16.95

"28.95 $20.10

32•,. $21s

Cream Mushroom

YOU SAVE
UP TO

FOR 1971 MUSTANG
Auto Shack
At Parts
Al Parts
At Ford
Price...
Store B
Store A..
Dealer
You
You
You
Pay "46.05 Pay "49.05 Pay "43.80
• REMANUFACTURED PART...WITH EXCHANGE

46 oz.

Dry navy hews

Auto Shack
Price..

89'

37$.

Tomato Situp

•

ALTERNATOR

COMPARE:

5149

FILLING
654
494
35'
$169

674

11,
AUTO PARTS YOU NEED.. .AT DISCOUNT PRICES 4

JUICE

59

AUTO SHACK PRICED

Foreign or
Domestic!

Donald Duck Blended
Grapefruit/Orange

Bethromo Tissue

At Chevy
Dealer...

-r-r-r-r

Thank You
Apple Pie

70 oz

, 254
27'
29'
79'
314
59'

t

is.

Bush's
Baby Butter

BEANS

93'

In. 554

Flour

WATER PUMP

32 ox.

3_41(

•

LIMIT
2
EACH
SETS
Resistor Plugs 87' Each

FOR 1974 CHEVELLE
At Parts
At Parts
Store B...
Store A..
You
You
Pay '24.75 Pay '21.37

KEYS

Dry Yeast

Cinnomon

t-1

AAA

COMPARE.

DRESSING

5..79'

1,0,99'

.
Elm
•
II
.

...,

1.87

LIMIT 2 PLEASE

Garden Club
Salad

FLOUR

Bran

wf
(

$

RATCHET
5000E7 SET

Cash & Food Stamps
Accpted-Sorry No Checks

Recipe

100°0

SPARK
PLUGS

... ....

:M
AC
°Par

DISCOUNT
FOODS

In The Uncle Jeff Shopping Center

Illi
•
•
m

.
Start YourTune-Up MN
Juui;J;;„Ato
motorcre0 • Motorcraft Mollarc
i ran With the Right 11..M
,
11
in
Spark Plugs!

Shia The No Frills_Way and Compare! See Why We Can Say
We Have The Lowest Prices In Town

T-Mart

MOTORCRAFT

EQUIPMENT

Woolly Bears
Are Back

or N
CHAMPIO

CHAMPION1

OPEN DAR Y
8AM 111BPN1

PRICES GOOD THRU SUNDAY

OPEN
SUNDAYS

